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THE CAELYLE COLLECTIOIS".

By WILLIAM COOLIDGE LANE.

Catalogue Department, Harvard College Library.

*** This collection, including wliat Mr. Carlyle called his Cromwell and Frederick the Great books,
was left to this library in Mr. Carlyle's will, dated Feb. 6, 1873. The books were received July 11, 1881.
Mrs. S. A. C. Bond and Miss M. H. Pope of the library staff have assisted in compiling the following cata-
logue. References are to the Collected works, in 16 volumes. London, Chapman and Hall. 1858-71.

Oliver Cromwell.

"Bewildered, interminable rubbisli-heaps of the Crom-
wellian Histories; the dreariest perhaps that anywhere exist,
still visited by human curiosity, m this world."

—

Miscellanies,
iv. 224.

"To dwell on or criticise the particular Biographies of
Cromwell would profit us but little. Criticism of these poor
Books cannot express itself except in language that is painful.
They far surpass in ' stupidity' all the celebrations any Hero
ever had in this world before. They are in fact worthy of
oblivioti,— of charitable Christian burial."— Cromwell, i. 11.

[Akerman, John Yonge, editor.
~\ Letters from

roundhead officers written from Scotland and chiefly

addressed to Capt. Adam Baynes, July, 16oO-June,
1660. Edinburgh. 1856. 4°. (Bannatyne clue.
[Publications, 108.]) Carl, 13
" The pr incipal correspondents are, Capt. Robert Bajiies, a

brother ofAdam Baynes; Cornet John Baynes, his cousin, a
commissary, and afterwards receiver-general in Scotland ; and
Comet Joseph Pease. There are also some letters of Gen.
Lambert and his wife, and ofCol. RobertLilburne. The entire
collectionofthese papers has been presented by the Rev. Adam
Baynes to the British museum."— Preface.

Baillie,Kobert. Letters and journals. 1637-62.
Edited by D. Laing. 3 vol. Edinburgh. 1841-42.

1. 8«. Carl. 12

An extra impression for general sale of the edition published
by the Bannacyne club.
Presentation copy by the editor, containing ms. memoranda

and frequent marginal notes and referencesby Carlyle.
" The Journals contain a liistory of the General assembly at

Glasgow, in 1638 ; an account of the earl of Strafford's trial

;

the transactions of the General assembly and iiarliament, in

1641 ; and the proceedings of the General assembly, in 1643."
— Biog.Brit., 2d ed., i. 515.

Rjv.ewed by Carlyle in his Miscellanies, iv. 223-248. He
says, —
" His copious loquacity, by good luck for him and for us,

prompted Baillie to use the pen as well as the tongue. A certain
invaluable ' Reverend Mr. Spang,' a cousin of Ins, was Scotch
minister at Campvere, in Holland, with a boundless appetite
to hear what was stimng in those days; to whom Bailhe, with
boundless liberality, gives satisfaction. He writes to Spang,
on all great occasions, sheet upon sheet; he writes to hisVV'ife,

to the Moderator of his Presbytery, to earls and commoners,
to this man and to that ; nothing loth to write Avhcn there is

matter. Many public Papers he has been at the pains to tnm-
scribe; but what to us is infinitely more mteresting, he had
taken the further trouble to make copies of his own letters.

" Poor Baillie is no epic singer or speaker,— the more is the
pity! His Book is like the hasty, breathless, confused talk
of a man, looking face to face on that great whirl of things.

A wiser man— would have talked more wisely ! But, on tlie

whole, this man too has a living heart, a seeing pair of eyes;
above all, he is clearly a veracious man; tells Spang and you
the truest he has got to tell, in such a bustling hurry as he is . . .

A peaceable, ' solid -thinking, solid-feeding,' yet withal clear-
siglited, diligent and conscientious man."
The library has also the edition of the same date, forming

nos. 72 and 77 of the publications of the Bannatyne club

[9451 -S] J '^^*^ tlie edition of 1775 [9454.28].

[Bate, George.] Elenchvs motvvm nvperorvm
in Anglia; simul ac jvris regii et parlamentarii
brevis enarratio. Francofvrti ad Maenvm. 1650.
4°. Carl. 32
Carlyle speaks of this work as a " loose-tongued History of

the Troubles, redacted in alter times." Cromwell, ii. 274.
He quotes from the English translation.
The library has also two copies ofthe edition of 1676, which

contains the 3d part or Motus compositi of Thomas Skynner
[4465.26; 4465.27] and Lovel's translation, The troicbles of
England, 1685 [4465.32].

Calderwood, David. The true history of the
church of Scotland, from the beginning of the refor-

mation, unto the end of the reigne of King James
VI. N. p. 1678. i". Carl. 15

This, the first edition mentioned by AUibone, Lowndes and
Watt, is a mere abridgment from the author's ms. history,
which was aftenvards published complete by the Wodrow
society, 1842-49, 8 vol. 8'\ The Biog. brit. mentions an edition
"printed in 1618, fo, without the printer's name or the place."
Chambers, Biog. diet., i. 449 and Anderson, Scottish nation,
i. 531 speak of an edition printed in 1646 under the authority
of the General assembly.
"With a few ms. notes by Carlyle. On the fly-leaf are the

autographs " Robert Arnott his Book 1762 " and " G. L. Craik
Nov. 1816, St. Andrw's." The title-page also bears the name
of " Robert Amot."
The library has also the edition of 1680.

Camden,William. Britain, or A chorographicall

description of England, Scotland, and Ireland, and
the islands adjoyning, out of the depth of antiquitie :

written first in Latine. Translated into English by
Philemon Holland : finally, revised, amended, and
enlarged by the said author. London. 1637. f*.

Carl. 4
With a few MS. marginal notes.
On the title-page is the autograph "T. Carlyle (Chelsea,

1842)" and on the fly-loaf "T. Carlyle (Chelsea, 1858)."

The library has another copy of this edition [8491.4] ; also,

the Latin editions of 1590 [8496.5], of 1600 [8496.7], and of
1607 [8491.12] ; aud the English translation by Gibson, 1722

[8491.6], und 1772 [8491.9].

Collins, Arthur. The peerage of England : con-
taining a genealogical and historical account of all

the peers of England. 2d ed., enlarged, and cor-

rected. 4 vol. London. 1741. 8". Coats-of-

arms. Carl. 16

Supplement. Containing a succession of

the peers from 1740. 2 vol. (paged continuously).

London. 1750. 8°. Coats-of-arms. Carl. i6»

With many ms. marginal notes, and a MS. index in the
front of vol. i., partly in Carlyle's hand. On the first flv-leaf

is written, " T. Carlyle Chelsea {circa 1844) very usefulBook

;

definable as the onlu 'History ' of Engl*! we yet have,— such
as it is (Ocf 1865).''

The work was first published in 1709. Of the 2d edition

(1710-14) the library has vol ii. pt. 1, 2 [10495.4]. It was re-

published on an extended scale in 1735; the 2d edition ofthis

is the above. The library has also the 5th edition, 1779, 8 vol.,

with supplemental volume, 1784 [10495.10], and tlie 6th edi-

tion, continued by Sir E. Brydges, 1812, 9 vol. [10495.13].—
See Doha's Lowndes, i. 498.
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Cooper, Charles Henry. Annals of Cambridge

[England]. Vol. i.-iii. Cambridge. 1842-45.
go Carl. lo

Vol. iii. brings the history down to 1688. Two more volumes,

accordins to Anderson's Book of British topography, were

published in 1852-53.

In vol. iii. are a few M3. marginal notes.

Cromwell, Oliver. The life of Oliver Cromwel,

lord protector of the common-wealth of England,

Scotland, and Ireland. lAnon.'] London, n. d.

24°. Port. Carl. 20

On the fly-leaf is the autograph "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1856

(from E. Fitzgerald)." ••,.., ^ .k .,
Of a chap-book character (also mdicated by the catalogue

of books at the end, sold by Midwinter, the publisher), and

seemingly published between Cromwell's death and the resto-

ration, 1658-60.

D^Alton, John. Illustrations, historical and

genealogical of King James's Irish army list, (1689)

.

Dublin. 1855. 8". Carl. 9

With a few MS. marginal notes.

Great Britain— Pai'liament. (1547-1667.)

House of commons. Journals. From Nov. 8tli,

1547 to July 29th, 1667. [Vol. i.-viii. London.]

1803. f*'. Carl. 2

A general index to the first seven volumes.

1547-1659. Compiled by T.Cunningham. [London.]

1803. f". Carl. 2*

Gwynne, or Gwyn, John. Military memoirs

of the great civil war. [With prefatory letters.]

And an Account of the earl of Glencairn's expedition

in the highlands of Scotland, in 1653 & 1654. By
a person who was eye and ear witness to every trans-

action. With an appendix. [Edited, with an intro-

duction, by Sir Walter Scott.] Edinburgh, etc.

1822. 4°. Carl. 14

500 copies printed.
" The account ofGlencairn's expedition is said to have been

compiled by John Graham of Duchrie, one of the most distin-

guished gentlemen who joined him in the undertakin]^." The
appendix contains " extracts from what may be called the ga-

zettes of the period, the dispatches, namely, from Scotland,

which appeared from time to time in the Public intelligencer,

by which the Protector informed his subjects of occurrences in

his usurped dominions."— See Introduction.

With the book-plate ofThomas Carlyle; and the autograph

of his brother J[ohn] A[itken] Carlyle.

[Heath, James. A brief chronicle of the civil

wars of England, Scotland, and Ireland, from 1637

till 1662.] 4pt.ini vol. [London. 1663?] sm. 8".

Carl. 33
The title is taken from p. 1 of the text. The title-page is

wanting and many pages of the text, also all the portraits ex-

cept one oi Charles I. (pasted on a fly-leaf) and the frontis-

piece. See Bohn'sZo(Prt(ie.9,ii. 1029. On the fly-leaf is written
" Thomas Carlyle. Chelsea, 29 Sept', 1842."

Carlyle, after speaking of the i^/agreZZi(;n. of Heath, says of
this,— "Another wretched old Book of his, called Chronicle

of the Civil Wars, bears a high price in the Dilettante Sale-

catalogues ; and has, as t\\?it Flagellum too lias, here and there

a ci-edible trait not met with elsewhere : but in fact, to the in-

genuous inquirer, this too is little other than a tenebrific

Book ; cannot be read except with sorrow, with torpor and
disgust, — and in fine, if you be of healthy memory, with
oblivion. Tlie latter end of Heath has been worse than the
beginning was !

" Cromwell, i. 12.

The library has also the edition of 1676, f", with a continua-
tion to 1673, by John Philips, also imperfect. 446i-5

Henderson, Alexander. Sermons, prayers, and
pulpit addresses, 1638. Edited from an original

MS. by R. T. Martin. [With a memorial by Robert
Wodrow.] Edinburgh. [1867.] 8". Carl. 30
"Who it was that penned the MS. there is no means of

knowing. Most probably he was a resident in St. Andrews.
But whoever he was, he appears to have executed his task
with exemplary fidelity and accuracy." Preface, p. vi.

Hughes, William. An exact abridgment of
publick acts and ordinances of parliament, 1640 to

1656. London. 1657. 4". Carl. 31

With the book-plate ofAugustus Frederick, duke ofSussex.

[Kimber, Isaac.] The life of Oliver Cromwell.
Impartially collected from the best historians.
London. 1724. 8» Carl. 26

This book has been ascribed to Bishop Gibson and to Sir
Thomas Pengelly.
With many ms. notes. Opposite p. 6 is pasted a sheet with

corrections, at the head of Avhich is written, "I used to think
this a book ofsome resp ectability : it seems no better than tlie
others ; hereabouts there is an error in almost every line of it !

"
"Distinguished by a not intolerable Portrait. It went

through several editions in a pure state; and I have seen a
'fifth edition ' with foreign intemiixtures, printed atBirming-
ham in 1778,' on gray paper, seemingly as a Book for Iliiwkers.
" [Kimber] has diligently gathered from old Newspapers

and other such sources; narrates in a dull, steady, concise,
but altogether unintelligent manner; can be read without
offence, but hardly with any real instruction. Image oiCrom-
weU's self there is none, express or implied, in this Book;
for tlie man himself had none, and did not feel the want of
any." Cromwell, i. 14.

The library has two other copies. 4453-8 ; 4453.9

liudlow, Edmund. Memoirs. 2d ed. 3 vol.
London. 1722, '21, '20. 8". Carl. 25

Vol. 5. and ii. are paged continuously; vol. iii. contains "a
collection of original papers, serving to confirm passages of
this and the preceding volumes."

Carlyle continually speaks of his "solid wooden head."
"Adieu, my solid friend ; if I go to Vevay, I will read thy
Monument there, perhaps not without emotion, after all!— '^'

Cromwell, iii. 373.

The library has also the original edition published at Vivay,
169S-90 [4464.9] ; and the London editions ofl751,fo [4461.15],
and of 1771, 4" [4461.16]. A iaw " suppressed passages " are
found in Cooper's Memoirs, 1859, 8«, pp. 108-129 [4452.10].

[Maseres, or Mazeres, Francis, editoo'.'] Select
tracts relating to the civil -wars in England, in the
reign of Charles I. : by writers -who lived in the
time of those wars, and were witnesses of the evcrits

wliich they describe. 2 vol. (paged continuouslv).
London. 1815. S". Cari. 8

Contents : — i. !Mat, Thomas. A breviary of the historj- of
the parliament of England. Reprinted from the 1st ed., 3C55.— LiLLY,William. Several observations on the life and death
of King Charles I. 1651. — Holles, or Hollis, Denzil, Ist
Baron. Memoirs from the year 1641 to 1648. — Walker,
Clement. Relations and observations, historical and politick,
upon the parliament begun Anno Dom. 1640. [Book i. only,
"The inysteiy of the two juntoes," is here reprinted.]

ii. Berkley, Sir Jolin. Memoirs containing an account of
his negotiation with Cromwell, Ireton, and other officers of
the army for restoring King Charles I. 1699.— IlrNTiNGTON,
Robert. Sundry reasons inducing him to lay down his com-
mission. Presented to parliament Aug. 2d, 1748 [1648].

—

Fairfax, Tliomas, Zd Baron. Short memorials. 1699. —
IIoBBES, Thomas. Behemoth : The history of the causes of
the civil wars of England, from 1640 to 1660.— Fell, John(?)
The interest of England stated ; or, A foithful and just account
of the aims of all parties now pretending. 1659. — Price,
John. The mystery and method of His Majesty's happy
restauration, laid open to publick view. 1680. — Milton,
John. Reflections on the civil war in England.
With a few ms. marginal notes.
Referring to IIolles'il/e?noirs,Walker's History, and others,

Carlyle says, "The old Nan-atives, written all by baffled
enemies of Cromwell, ai*e fnll of mere blind rage, distraction,

and darkness." Cromwell, i. 22Q.

Berkley's Memoirs, he says, is "properly a Pleading, in-

tended to clear the Writer of all blame in the first place."
Cromwell., i.244, note.
Another copy. 4462.2a

Neal, Daniel. The history of the puritans or
protestant non-conformists. 2d ed. 2 vol. London.
1754. 4". Carl. 7
With MS. memoranda, and occasional ms. marginal notes.

Inserted between pp. 392 and 393 is a letter from Sam. Aitken
to Carlyle, dated March 16, 1846, concerning the location of
Lang Niddery, near Musselburgh, where Cromwell's ai-my

encamped before the battle ofDunbar. See Cromwell, ii. 164.

On the fly-leaf is a book-plate with the initials "J. D." The
same initials are stamped on the outside of the cover.
The library has another copy of this edition ; also a London

edition, 1732-38, and an American edition, 1816-17.

Nicolas, Sir Nicholas Harris. A sjmopsis of

the peerage of England ; exhibiting, under alpha-

betical arrangement, the date of creation, descent,

and present state of every title of peerage -which
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has existed in this country since the conquest. 2 vol.

(paged continuously). London. 1825. sm. 12''.

Carl, ig

"With autogi-aph, " T Carlyle, Chelsea, 1842," and a few
MS. mar.efiual notes.
The library has another copy [10497.29] ; also a new edition

by W. Courthope, with the title, Historic peerage ofEngland.
1857 [A 52.3].

Noble, Mark. Memoirs of the protectoral-house
of Cromwell. 3d ed. 2 vol. London. 1787. 8°.

Carl. 27
With very many MS. notes and corrections; also, lists of

Oliver's children and of Oliver's uncles, in substance as they
appear printed in Cromwell, i. 20 and 5-1; and two letters, one
from Henry in regard to the entry of Henry Cromwell in
the admission book at Gray's Inn (see Gromwell, i. 34), the
other from John Bruce, dated 23 June, 1851, in regard to a
porti-ait of Cromwell at Rose Hall in Suffolk (see Noble, ii.

329).
'• Poor Noble has amassed a large heap ofevidences and as-

sertions, worthless and of worth, respecting Cromwell and his
Connexions; from which the reader, by his own judgment, is

to extract what he can. For Noble himself is a man of ex-
treme imbecility ; his judgment, for most part, seeming to lie

dead asleep ; and indeed it is worth little when broadestawake.
He tails into manifold mistakes, commits and omits in all ways

;

plods along contented in an element of perennial dimness, pur-
blindness ; has occasionally a helpless broad innocence ofplati-
tude which is almost interesting. A man indeed of exti-eme
imbecility, to whom, nevertheless, let due gratitude be borne.
His Book, in fact, is not properly a Book, but rather an Aggre-
gate of bewildered jottings; a kind ofCromwellianBic^raph-
ical Dictionary, wanting the alphabetical, or any other ar-

rangement or index. Such as it is, this same Dictionary with-
out juiigment and without arrangement, ' bad Dictionary goiie
to pie,' as we may call it, is the storehouse from which sub-
sequent Biographies have all furnished themselves. For the
rest, this poor Noble is of very impartial mind respecting
Cromwell ; open to receive good of him, and to receive evil,

even inconsistent evil." Cromwell, i. 12.

The library has also the 1st edition, Birmingham, 1784.

4453.4

Peerage of Ireland (The) : a genealogical and
historical account of all the peers of that kin<?dom

Also, complete lists of the baronets, extinct peers,

and chief governors of Ireland. Some account of

the antient kings, &c, 2 vol. in 1. London. 17G8.

8". 141 coats-of-anns. Carl. 18

•Peerage of Scotland (The) : a genealogical and
historical account of all the peers of that kingdom.
With [an] account of all the attainted peers, and a

list of those nobles whose titles are extinct. Lon-
don. 1767. 8". 90 coats-of-arms. Carl. 17

With a few MS. marginal notes.

Poems on aflfliirs of state : from the time of

Cromwell to the abdication of James II. [With a

continuation ; — State poems, from the time of

Cromwel to 1697.] 4th ed. , corrected and enlarged.

[Vol. i.] N. p. 1702. 8'^ Carl. 35

4 vol. were published, 1702-07. On the title-page is written,
" E libris sum Thomae Astley," and on a fly-leaf in the same
hand a poem of five verses beginning, "If I live to grow old

as E find I go down, May this be my fate in a country town,
etc."

Puritan tracts and sermons. [223 sermons
preached between 1640 and 1648 (a very few having
been preached before or lifter these dates), before

the houses of parliament on their monthly fast days
and other public occasions.] 9 vol. sm. 4**.

Carl. 37-45

With the autograph of John Sterling in each volume.
"The Fast-day Sermons of St. Margaret's Cimrcli, West-

minster, in spite of printers, are all grown dumb ! In long
rows of little dumpy quartos, gathered from the book-stalls,

they indeed stand here bodily before us : by human volition

they can be read ; but not by any human memory remembered.
We forgot them as soon as read ; they have become a weari-

ness to the soul of man. They are dead and gone, they and
what they shadowed ; the human soul, got into other latitudes,

cannot now give harbor to them." Cromwell, i, 7.

Ricraft, Josiali. A survey of England's cham-
pions and truth's faithfuU patriots. London. 1647
[reprinted 182-(?)]. S*'. 22 portrs. Carl. 22
A repi-int of the rare original, but without indication of

place or date. The water-mark of the paper is 1822. A second
title-page (under which the work was re-published in 1649)
i-eads: "The civill warres of England briefly related from
1641. Collected by John Leyccster. London. 1649."

Carlyle says in a note at the foot of the first page, — " This
Book, "reprinted when, where, or how I cannot learn, seems
to consist of three Books or parts of Books all stitched to-

fether: Ricraft, whose are the Portraits and Doggerel;
eucester (unknown to me) whose I take the Prose of the text

to be (but see p. 121) [where at the end of the biographies
Josiah Ricraft's name appears] ; then thirdly of Notes which
are all excerpted from ... A foolish cobblement.— I bought
it at Tait's sale in ... " There are many other marginal notes
and con-ections ; also the autograph, " Thomas Carlyle, Crai-
genputtoch, 1833."

For an account of the book see Collier, Bibliogr. account of
rarest books (N. Y. 1866 ed.) iii. 321; Bibl. grenvill. p. 606;
Lowndes, etc.

Rogers, Edward. Some account of the life and
opinions of a fifth-monarchy-man. Chiefly extracted
from the writings of John Rogers, preacher. Lon-
don. 1867. 4". Carl. 28
The library has another copy.

Sermons. [22 sermons preached on various oc-
casions between March, 1610, and Feb. 1668, bound
together in one volume.] Carl. 36

[Sikes, George.] The life and death of Sir

Henry Vane, Kt. To which is added, His last ex-

hortation to his children. [London.] 1662. sm.
4° Carl. 23

On the fly-leaf is written, *• Several difliculties attended the
publication ofthis Work ; it being twice taken in the press and
two presses well furnished with materials destroyed. W.L."
With this are bound The tryal ofSir Henry Vane, and Two

treatises by Sir Henry Vane.
"A man of endless virtues, says Dryasdust, who is much

taken with him, and of endless intellect; — but 3'on must not
very specially ask. How or Where? Vane was the Friend of
Milton : that is almost the only answer that can now be given.
A. man, one rather finds, of light fibre, this Sir llany vane.
Grant all manner of purity and elevation; subtle high dis-

'•ourse ; much intellectual and practical dextei'ity : there is an
amiable, devoutly zealous, veiy pretty man ;— but not a royal
man; alas, no! " Cromwell, ii. 306.

Skinner, Thomas. The life of Gen. Monk ; from
an original manuscript. [Edited with] a preface

in vindication of Gen. Monk's conduct, by William
Webster. London. 1723. 8° Carl. 21

Spalding, John. The history of the troubles

and memorable transactions inScotland, in the reign

of Charles I. Aberdeen, c^c. 1829. 8« Carl. 11

First published in 1792, an abstract ofthe Memorialls of the

trubles in Scotland & in England, which was nublishod com-
plete by the Bannatyne club, 1828; by the Maitland club,

1828-30 ; and by the Spalding club, 1850-51. The latter is said

to be the only correct edition.

Stace, Machell, compiler. Cromweiliana. A
chronological detail of events in which Cromwell
was engaged from 1642 to his death, 1658; with a

continuation, to the restoration. Westminster.

1810. i". Carl. 5
Compiled from a " valuable collection of ancient newspapers

and other documents." — Preface.
With many MS. marginal notes and separate memoranda.

Attached to p. 25 is a bit of tlie original ms. ofCarlyle's Crom-
well. On one side are five lines wliich appear in vol. i. 189,

and on the other the following passage written to follow Letter

xxxii. on p. 190, but afterwards cancelled,— " This Letter it-

self is like ' the firing of about 200 shot ' ; one of the rapidest

of Letters ! Laconic as Spart4V ; — reminding us of rugged
heart-of-oak, not a chip of white-wood left on it. A Letter

really ' good ofits kind.'

"

The book is very frequently quoted by Carlyle.

Temple, Si?- John. The Irish rebellion : or, An
history of the attempts of the Irish papists to cxtir"

pate the protestants in the kingdom of Ireland.

[To which is appended "A relation of the beginning

and coutinuation of the Irish rebellion "
; and "Se-
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justice," was written by the author while in prison, and pub-,
lished in 1651. A 4th part by " T. M." was published with
the others in 1661. The mystery of the two junto's " is re-
printed in Maseres' Select tracts [Carl. 8; 4462.22]. I

"Avery splenetic old gentleman in gray,— vorginp; towards
Pride's Purge, and lodgment in the 'lower, 1 think! He is
from the West; known long since in Gloucester Siege : Mem-
ber now for Wells ; but terminates in the Tower, with ink, and
abundant gall in it, to write the History of Independency
there." Croraioell, i. 252.

The library has another copy [4474.10], containing all in .his
except "Animadversions upon the armies remonstrance," and
in addition, pt. 3, 1660, and the "emblematical print of Crom-
well directing the loppmg of th e royal oak ofBritain," which is
wanting in the Carlyle copy. Also Historia indejyendentiae,
a Latin translation of pt. 1, someAvhat abridged and with slight
additions published in a collection of similar tracts, Sylloge
variorum tractatuum, London, 1649 [4465.4].
On p. 139 of vol. ii. where mention is made of the Eikon

basilike of Charles I., a pencil note by Carlyle referring to this
reads,— " shewing him (had it been fte, which palpably it was
not), to have been the most perfect Pharisee, inane Canter,
and shovel-hatted Quack that ever Avent about in clear-
starched surpHce and formula! — Do but read it."

Warwick, Sir Philip. Memoires of the reigne
of Charles I. With a continuation to the restaura-
tion of Charles II. London. 1701. 8". Carl. 24
Another copy. 4465-33

[Whitelocke, orWhitlocke, 5'iV Bulstrode. j

Memorials of the English affairs : or, An historical

account of what passed from the beginning of the

reign of Charles I. to Charles II. his restauration.

London. 1682. P. Carl. 3

This edition Avas published by Arthur Annesley, 3d earl ot

Anglesev, who mutilated the text. Disraeli calls it the trun-

cated edition. With a few MS. marginal notes, and the auto-

graph of "J. A. Carlyle."
"The Tlushworths, Whitlockes, Nalsons, Thurloes, enor-

mous folios, these and many others have been printed, and
some of them again printed, butnevei yet edited,— edited as

Jon edit Avagonloads of broken bricks and dry mortar, simply

y tumbling up the wagon! Not one of those monstrous old

volumes has so much as an available Index. Bulstrode has
a kind of dramaturgic turn in him, indeed an occasional poetic

ffiskiness; most unexpected, as if the hippopotamus should
show a tendency to dance; — wliich painfully deducts from
one's confidence' in Bulstrode's entire accuracy on such oc-

casions [the conference of grandees at Speaker Lenthall's].''

The reader must " remember alwaj's that a learned Bulstrode's
fat terrene mind, imaging a lieroic Cromwell and his affairs,

is a A'erA' dark glass indeed." Cromtvell, i. 2; ii. 311.

Tlie library has also the edition of 1732 [4471.8J and 1853

[4473-3] •

lect passages of Sir K. Musgrave's History of the

rebellion in Ireland, in 1798." Edited by Francis

IMaseres.] London. 1812. 4°. Carl. 6

With the autograph of J. A. Carlyle. On the fly-leaf is a

MS. genealogical table of the Temple lamily.

The library has also the Cork edition, 1766. 9475-15

Vane, Sir Henry. The tryal of Sir Henry Vane
Kt. at Westminster, June the 2d and 6th, 1662.

With what he intended to have spoken the day of

his sentence, and his bill of exceptions. With other

occasional speeches, &c. Also his speech and

prayer, &c., on the scaffold. [London.] 1662.

sm. 4° Carl. 23

Bound with [Sikbs, G.]. The life and death of Sir Henry
Vane.

Two treatises : viz. i. An epistle general,

to the mystical body of Christ on earth, ii. The
face of the times. Both written in the time of his

imprisonment. [London.] 1662. sm. 4°. Carl. 23
Bound with [Sikes, G.]. The life and death of Sir Henry

Vane.
Vemey, Sir Ralph. Verney papers. Notes of

proceedings in the long parliament, temp. Charles I.

Printed from original pencil memoranda taken in

the house. Edited by John Bruce. London. 1845.
4". (Camden SOCIETY. [Publications], 31.) Carl.29

On a fly-leaf is Avritten, "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1845, (fi-om

the editor)."
Speaking ofthe committee appointed Feb. 1640-1, to reform

rehgious abuses, Carlyle says: " Young Sir Ralph Varney,
son ofEdmund the Standard-bearer, has preserved very care-
ful Notes of the theological revelations and profound argu-
ments, heard in this Committee from Dr. Burgess and others;
intensely interesting at that time to all ingenuous young gentle-
men; a mere torpor now to all persons." Cromwell, i. 85.

Another copy. Eng. Lit. 377

[Walker, Clement.] Anarchia anglicana : or,

The history of independency. With observations
historicall and politique upon this present parlia-

ment. Together with the rise, growth, and practises

of that faction. By Theodorus Verax. 2 pt. in 1.

[London.] 1648-49. sm. 4° Carl. 34
Prefixed to pt. 1 is " The mystery of the two junto's." Be-

tween pts. 1 and 2 is bound "Animadversions upon the armies
remonstrance, delivered to the house 20 Nov. 1648." Pt. 2 is

followed by "An appendix, being a brief description of some
of Argyle's proceedings." A 3d part, — " The high court oi

OLIVER CROMWELL.
A Cast from the original mask taken after death, now owned by THOMAS WOOLNER,

Sculptor. It was given by him to THOMAS CARLYLE, who gave ix IN 1873 to CHARLES
ELIOT NORTON, from whom Harvard College received it in 1881.

*^* The above is a copy of the inscription placed beneath the cast, of which a heliotype accompanies the present
publication.
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II.

Frederick the Great.

Abel, Heinrich Friedrich Otto. Die deutschen
personen-namen. Berlin. 1853. 8°. pp. 61. Carl. 237
"With MS. marginal notes. " Good."— ms. note.

[Adelung:, Johann Christoph.] The life and
character, rise and conduct, of Count Bruhl ; in a

series of letters. Throwing a light on the origin

of the war in Germany, and the intrigues of several

powers. Translated from the German. London.
[176-?] 12° Carl. 173

With the autograph "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1859"; also ms.
memoranda and marginal notes.

"'Life' (so-called) begins p. 52; — hardly a date to be
found from begins to end of it, — tho' it is not otherwise
unworthy of vague belief, for most part." — ms. note on fly-

leaf.

Pragmatische staatsgeschichte Europens
von dem ableben kaiser Carls 6 an bis auf die

gegenwiirtigen zeiten. ier-viii«J^ bd. Gotha. 1762-

67. 4°. Carl. 76

Bd. iii. is in two parts, each with a separate title-page,

pagination and register; bd. vii. is also in two parts with
separate title-pages, but the pagination and register is con-

tinuous. Bd. i., iii.-vi. have "beilagen" paged separately.

Bd. viii. should have "beilagen," but they are w^anting, and
the volume itself seems to be incomplete. This vol. has a

second title-page "Staatsgeschichte des letzten krieges.

ier bd. 1767." It was intended to publish three volumes
more, but bd. ix. abth. 1 was all that ever appeared.

'«A solid, laborious and meritorious Work, of its kind;
extremely extensive (9 voll. 4'°, some of which are double

and even treble), mostly in the undigested, sometimes in the

quite uncooked, or raw condition; perhaps about a fifth

part of it consists of ' Documents ' proper, which are skip-

pable. It cannot help being dull, waste, dreary, but is every-

whei-e intelligible (excellent Indexes too),— and offers an
unhappy reader by far the best resource attainable for survey
of that sad Period." Frederick the Great, iii. 90 n.
" Perhaps the only copy in England, though not a rare

book. I had a 9tt vol., but it consisted only of Documents,
State-papers &c., & was of no use. Herr Tau^hnitz of

Leipzig, who searched out for me that 9* vol., asserted con-

fidently that no other had ever been pubhshed. T. C." —
Note in ms. catalogue.

Ambition (The), and avarice of H [t. e.

Hanover], the cause of this present war. Edin-

burgh. 1744. IQ". pp. 8. Carl, go

Anecdotes relative to our affairs in Germany r

in a series of letters to a noble lord in shire.

London. 1762. '8°. Carl, gi

With Carlyle's autograph on the title-page, and a few
marginal notes.

He writes on the fly-leaf, *' Many rambUng glimpses given."

Archenholz, Johann Wilhelm von. Geschichte

des siebenjahrigen krieges in Deutschland. 2 bde.

Berlin. 1793. 16^. Portrs. ^xxdmap. Carl. 22g

With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1856"; also his

MS. memoranda and marginal notes.

The library has also the edition of 1869 [14565.6], and the

French translation, 1789 [14565.7]. ^

Historia belli septennis, in Germania.

Latino vertit et tabvlam belli chronologicam et

prosopographiam adiecit H. G. Reichardus. Ed.
2* emendatior. Barvthi. 1792. 8°. Map. Carl. 230

With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1852."

"Attempted School Book! T. C."— Note in MS. cata-

logue.

Baczko, Ludwig (Adolf Franz Joseph) von.

Reise durch einen theil Preussens. 2 bdchen.

Hamburg, etc. 1800. 16° Carl. 178

Also with the title, "Nankes Wanderungen durch Preus-

sen. Ilerausgegcben von Ludwig von Baczko."
" A pleasant little Book, treating mainly of Natural His-

tory; but drawing 5'ou, by its innocent simplicity and geniality,

to read with thanks whatever ia in it." Frederick the

Oreat, i. 136 n.

Barbier, Edmond Jean Fran9ois. Journal
historique et anecdotique du regne de Louis XV.,
publie pour la societe de I'histoire de France
d'apres le manuscrit inedit de la bibliotheque
royale par A. de La Villegille, 4 tom. Paris.
1847-56. 8*'. Carl. 83
With marginal notes and additional memoranda pasted in.

The library has another copy. 4585.10

Belle-Isle, Charles Louis Auguste Fouquet,
due DE. Lettres a M. le marechal de Contades.
'Trouvees parmi les papiers de IVI. de Contades
apres la bataille de Minden. n. p. 1759. 8".

pp. 83. Carl, gi
" Excell' letters of the fine old Duke's dictation,— very

physiognomic of the chief man^ in his time and country.
Nothing like him

'
'

"

" ""

MS. note on p. 83.

Tothing like him extant now in France or here ! (1856.)" •

;s. note on p. 83.

The library has another copy, mounted in folio. 3581.6

[Beneckendorf, Karl Friedrich.] Karakter-
ziige aus dem leben konig Friedrich Wilhelm I.

,

nebst verschiedenen anecdoten. 9 samml. in 3 vol.

Berlin. 1787-89. le''. Carl. 148
With MS. memoranda; also the autograph "T. Carlyle,

1855 " in each vol.

Berenhorst, Georg Heinrich von. Betrach-
tungen iiber die kriegskunst, Uber ihre fortschritte,

ihre widerspriiche, und ihre zuverlassigkeit.

Nebst zwei anhiingen. 3® aufl. Leipzig. 1827.
8° Carl, no
With MS. memoranda by Carlyle. Presented to him by

Count von Usedora.
" His book is full of a certain talent, & real opulence of

mind ; but is defaced by sediments of imperfect moral quali-

ties (pride, anger, vainglory too traceable in it, tho' well
varnished over), which considerably pervert (as one may
well see) the conclusions he arrives at, and render his judge-
ments in all cases uncertain as to their coincidence with tlie

truth of the thing, or their resilience therefrom, if too hateful
a thing ! Scepticism (in war itself, much more on all other
'arts' & subjects), this, with a dash of revohitionarj' senti-

mentalism, may be described as the result he has finally come
to. (Note of March 1857, while pretty well on with reading
his Book.)" — MS. note on fly-leaf.

See also Frederick the Great, vi. 251.

Bielfeld, Jakob Friedrich, freiherr von. Let-

tres familieres et autres. 2^ ed., revue, augmen-
tee, (fccorrigee. 2 tom. Leide. 1767. 8". Carl. 170

With the autograph "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1856 (from A.
Gilchrist) "; also ms. memoranda and marginal notes.

"His Book {Lettres Familieres et Autres, all turning on
Friedrich), which came out in 1763, at the height of Fried-

rich's fame, and was much read, is still freely cited by His-
torians as an Authority. But the reading of a few pages
sufficiently intimates that these ' Letters ' never can have
gone thi-ough a terrestrial Post-office ; that they are an after-

thought, composed from vague memory and imagination.

Not to be (!ited ' freelv' at all, but sparingly and under con-

ditions. They abound in small errors, in misdates, mistakes

;

small fictions even, and impossible pretensions : — foolish

mortal, to write down his bit of knowledge in that form! "

Frederick the Great, ii. 426.

Tlie library has also the English translation of tom. ii.,

1768, 2 vol. 14564-8

Blumenthal, Mme. Luise Johanno Leopoldine

(von Platen) von. The life of Gen. de Zieten.

Translated from the German by B. Beresford.

2 vol. in 1. Berlin. 1803. 8". Fronts, and plans.

Carl. 167
With a portrait of Zieten on flv-leaf.

Also the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1852," and occa-

sional ms. marginal notes.
" A vaguish eloquent Lady, but with access to information,

being a connection of Z's." Frederick the Great, iii. 260 n.

" Extremely romantic; now given up as mythical, for most
part." Ditto, iv. 202 n.

[Borgstede, August Heinrich.] Statistisch-

topographische beschrcibung der kurmark Bran-

denburg. i«' theil. Berlin. 1788. 4". Map and

tables. Carl. 65

With autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1859." At the end

of the volume Carlyle writes '• 2'i I never had; — nou-ext'? "
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[Bouille, Joseph Louis Amour, marquis de.]

Vie privee, politique et militaire du prince Henri

de Prusse, frere dc Frederic 11. Parj,s. 1809.

8°. Carl. 156

Attributed by Carlyle to De la Roche-Aymon.
" A poor, vague and uniiistructive, though authentic little

Book." Frederick the Great, vii. 221 u.

Bonrcet, Pierre Joseph. Memoires historiques,

sur la guerre que les fran9ois ont soutenue en

Allemagne depuis 1757 jusqu'en 1762; auxquels

on a joint divers supplemens, & notammentune re-

lation impartiale des campagnes de M. le marechal

de Broglie, redigee [par G. P. F. M. Devaux].
S torn. Paris. 1792. 8°. Tahle. Carl. 235

With the autograph "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1858" and MS.

marginal notes in each vol.
'• Memoires historiques (that is to say, for most part, Selec-

tion of Official Papers) . . . ; — wortliily done ; but occupied,
two-thirds of it, with this Vellinghausen and the paltry
* Campaign of 1761 '

! " Frederick the Great, vi. 301 u.

The library has also another copy. 3582.24

Brief narrative (A) of the late campaigns in

Germany and Flanders. In a letter to a member
of parliament. London. 1751. 8°. pp.59. Carl, go

"With MS. notes.

Buchholz, Samuel. Neueste preussisch-bran-

denburgische geschichte, nach des verfassers tode

zum druck befordert und nebst dessen lebensbe-

schreibung herausgegeben von J. F. Heynatz.

2 theile in 1 vol. Berlin. 1775. 4**. Carl. 67

With autograph "Thomas Carlyle, Chelsea, 1853," and
abundant marginal notes and additional memoranda pasted
in. It seems to have been much consulted and quoted.

[Buddeus, Johann Franz.] Allgemeines his-

torisches lexicon, in welchem das leben und die

thaten derer patriarchen, propheten, apostel, etc.,

derer kiiyser, konige, etc., und die beschreibungen
derer kiiyserthiimer, konigreiche, fiirstenthiimer,

etc., vorgestellet werden. [With " Anhang."]
4 theile in 2 vol. Leipzig. 1709. f° Carl. 59

'•2 big folios in hogskin 1709. — (in body, as in spirit, a
strong solid old Book. T. C.)" —Note in MS. catalogue.

[Biilo-nr, Adam Heinrich Dietrich von.] Prinz

Heinrich von Preussen. Kritische geschichte

seiner feldziige. [With an appendix.] 2 theile in

1 vol. Berlin. 1805. 8°. Carl. 88

With occasional notes.

Billow, Ludwig Friedrich Victor Hanns, graf
VON. Leben des grafen von Biilow, koniglich
preussischer staats- und handels-minister. \^Anon.']

Leipzig. 1821. 8°. pp. 92. Carl. 168
" Aus den Zeitgenossen, heft xxiv. besonders abgedruckt."
With the autograph " T. Carlyle."
Carlyle has written on the CQver "Bulow (nichts!)."

Biisching, Anton Friedrich. Beytriige zu der
lebensgeschichte denkwiirdiger personen, inson-
derheit gelehrter manner, iv^', v^*" theil. Halle.
1786-88. 8°. Carl. 204

Contents : — iv. Erdmann Heinrich graf Henkel, frej^herr
von Donnersmark. Sophie Ernestine von Alefeldt. Rochus
Friderich graf zu Lynar. Friderich Wilhelm von Taube.
Sigismund Streit. 1786. — v. Friedrich der Zweyte, kcinig
von Preussen. 1788.

Ivor theil has the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1859";
ve', " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1854."
"Vol. V.,— wholly occupied with Friedrich II. King of

Prussia, is accessible in French and other languages ; many
details, and (as BUsching's wont is) few or none not authentic,
are to be found in it; a very great secret spleen against
Friedrich is also traceable,— for which the Doctor may have
had his reasons, not obligatory upon readers of the Doctor.
The truth is, Friedrich never took the least special notice of
him : merely employed and promoted him, when expedient
for both parties; and he really was a man of considerable
worth, in an extremely crude form." Frederick the Great,
i. 269 n.

Caractere de Frederic 11.,' roi de Prusse.
Traduit de I'allemand par A. S. d'Arnex. 2 tom.
in 1. Berne. [1788.] sm. 8".

Translation of vol. v. of his " Beytrage."

Neue erdbeschreibung.
5 theile in 9 vol. Hamburg. 1770,

Carl. 205

iii" is "S*

ler.yer theil.

,
'69-73. 8''.

Carl. 49
aufl.," iver is "d*i", iier theil are "6e aufl.,'

aufl.," and v^f is "2* aufl."

Contents (as given by Carlyle in the front of vol. i.) :—
Vol. i. (as bound, as printed it is 2 •' theile ") ; Denmark,

Norway, Sweden, ilussia (Europ. «fc Asiat.).
ii. Prussia, Poland, Hungary, Turkey (Europ.). {hidex

for these two.] Erster theil ends.
iii. Portugal, Spain, France, [is "2'cn theils 1 B^."
iv. Italy, G' Britain (Gibral--, Minorca, &c.) : Index z,t

the end (to these 2). Title page of this caret.
V. (is "5i Theils ler Band," what Incidence of order!)

5th edn., '71. Contains : Bohmen; Aust^, Burgund°, Westphn,
Chur-Khinish and Upper Rhinish Circles (1412 pages)

.

vi. Schwab", Bavar", Frankish and Upper-Saxon Circles
(2,700 pages!) —

vii. Nether-Saxon Circle, with a heap of " unmittelbare
Jieichslander." (Index for these 3 which are all one volume
or theil, of above 4000 pages.) —

viii. (4th editn, '73, — this is 4:^^ theil in origin') contains :

Un. Netherlands, "Helvetia," Silesia & Glatz (Index to it at
the end).

ix. (is "5° theils le abtheilung." 2^ ed", '71): "various
lands in Asia," — specially (I think), Turkey (As.) and
Arabia. Index to it.

[Work ends, incomplete, after all.]

A number of ms. notes occur on the margin.

[Carlyle, Thomas.] A speculative summary of

Sartor resartus. n. p. 1858. 8°. pp. 15. Carl. 90
Bound up with a number of pamphlets on historical sub-

jects.

Case (The) of the British troops serving in

Germany. Humbly submitted to the consideration
of parliament. London. 1761. 8". pp.80. Carl, gi

[Cast6ra, Jean Henri.] Vie de Catherine II.,

imperatrice de Kussie. 2 tom. Paris. 1797. 8°.

Carl. 131
The portraits are wanting.
Each vol. has the autograph " T. Carlyle, 1851.''

The same. Nouvelle ed. 2 tom. Var-
sovie. 1798. 8'^. Carl. 130
"Russia is not a publishing country; the Books about

Catharine are few, and of little worth. Tooke, an English
Chaplain; Castera, an unknown French Hanger-on, who
copies from Tooke, or Tooke from him : these are to be read,
as the bad-best, and will yield little satisfactory insight;
Castera, in particular, a gi-eat deal of dubious "backstairs

gossip and street rumour, which are not delightful to a
reader of sense." Frederick the Great, vi. 340.

The library has also another copy of tom. i. of the 1797 ed.,

and the edition of 1800, 12°, in 4 tom., with the title " Histoire
de Catherine II."

Catherine II., empress of Russia. Memoires;
precedes d'une preface par A. Herzen. Londres.
1859. 8". Carl. 132

With a few ms. marginal notes.
"A credible and highly remarkable little Piece : worth all

the others [books about Catherine], if it is knowledge of
Catharine you are seeking." Frederick the Great, vi. 340.

The library has also "2« ed.," 1859; and the English trans-

lation, London, 1859, and New York, 1859.

Charles, prince of Lorraine. The life of

Charles, prince of Lorrain ; including the history

of the house of Lorrain. With a complete narra-

tive of all the battles, sieges, &c. from the com-
mencement of the war to this time. [Anon.']

London. 1746. 12° Fort. Carl. 135

With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1859 "
; also with

his MS. marginal notes and memoranda.
" What stupidest son ofAdam can have written this? — A

dunghill; and in it not 'pearls,' but half a handful of old

nails. Ohe ! — (4 feby 1859)." — ms. note on p. 360.
" One of the most disti-acted Blotches ever published imder

the name of Book; — awakening thoughts of a public dim-
ness very considerable indeed, to which this could offer itsell

as lamp !
" Frederick the Great, iv. 121 n.
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[Colin, Georg Friedrich Wilibald Ferdinand
VON. J Vertraute briefe iiber die innern verhalt-
nisse am preussischen hofe seit dem tode Fried-
richs II. [ier], iier bd. Amsterdam, tic. 1807.
16°. Carl. loi
Also with the title :— " Bevtrag zur geschichte des krieges

in Preussen, Schlesien uud Pohlen iu den iahren 1806 und
1807."

[Colet, Mme. Louise (Revoil).] Mme. du
Chatelet. Lettres inedites au marechal de Riclie-
lieu et a Saint-Lambert. [Paris. 1845.] 8°.

PP- (43). Carl. 89
Jievxie des deux mondes, 15 sept. 1845; xi. 1011-1054.

Confutation (A) of the memorial published by
the court of Vienna, under the title of An answer
to the declaration made by the count de Dohna,
His Prussian Majesty's minister. London. 1744.
8°. pp. (2), 1-32. Carl. 90
Imperfect :— All after p. 32 is wanting.

[Constant de Rebecque, Samuel.] Dernieres
pensees du grand Frederic, roi de Prusse, ecrites
de sa main a Berlin, en 1786. Paris. 1806. 16°.

pp. 30. Carl. 215
Wirh MS. marginal notes.
"Impudent Forgery; like Ifatinees {du} Roi de Prusse,

&c." — MS. note on p. 1.

[Contant d'Orville, Andre Guillaume.]
Anecdotes germaniques, depuis I'an de la fonda-
tion de Rome 648, et avant I'ere chretienne 106,
jusqu'a nos jours. Paris. 1769. sm. 8".

Carl. 50; Carl. 51
Two copies; one [Carl. 50] has the autograph "T. Carlyle*

Chelsea, 1855," and a few ms. marginal notes and memo-
randa; the other has the autographs of " Geo. Fred. Nott"
and '• Thomas McGregor, 1854."

Cramer, Friedrich (Matthias Gottfried).
Denkwiirdigkeiten der griifin Maria Aurora Ko-
nigsmark und der Konigsmark'schen familie.

Nach bisher unbekannten quellen. [With supple-
ments.] 2bde.ini. Leipzig. 1836. 8°. Carl. 164
With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1853."

[Cranz, August Friedrich.] Beytrag zur
chronika von Berlin im beliebten altteutschen
romanzenton, mit untergemischten erbaulichen
lob- und bussliedern. 3 stiicke in 1 vol. Berlin.
1781. 16° Carl. 100

ies stiick is "4o aufl."

[ ] Supplement zum ersten stiick, in einem
sendschreiben an den weltmann in Berlin, das
neue gesangbuch betreffend. Berlin. 1781. 16°.

pp. 47. Carl. 100
[ ] Supplement zum zweyten stiick, die

anekdote vom schliichter Teichmann betreffend.

Berlin. 1781. 16°. pp. 32. PoH. of Frederick,
prince of Brunswick. Carl. 100

[ ] Charlatanerien in alphabetischer ord-
nung, als beytrjige zur abbildung und zu den mey-
nungen des jahrhunderts. i^Mii^'^ abschnitt. Ber-
lin. 1781. 16°. Carl. 100

io' abschn. is "2" aufl."

[ ] Nachricht von einer schonen that.

Berlin. 1781. 16°. pp.14. Vigns. diVid poH. of
G. E. Teichmann. Carl. 100

[ ] Die neue und vermehrte bockiade in

briefen iiber den ton in der litteratur, kritik, etc.

des heutigen jahrhunderts. 2 stiicke in 1 vol.

Berlin. 1781-82. 16°. Vigns. Carl. 100
[ ] Beilage zu der Neu aufgelegten und

vermehrten bockiade. Berlin. 1781. 16°. pp. 48.

Vign. Carl. 100
[ ] Beylage zum zweyten stiick der Neuen

bockiade. Berlin. 1782. 16°. pp. 48. Carl. 100

Crowne, William. A trve relation of all the
remarkable places and passages observed in the
travels of Thomas, Lord Howard, earle of Arundell
and Surrey, ambassadour extraordinary to Ferdi-
nando II., emperour of Germanic, a.d. 1636.
London. 1637. sm. 4°. pp. 70. Carl. 92
With the autograph '«T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1859."
" Curious incidental details of the state it [Germany] was

reduced to, in tlie Rhine and Danube Countries, turn up iu
the Earl of Arundel and Surrey's Travels (' Arundel of the
Marbles ') ." Frederick the Great, i. 216 n.

Decker, Karl von. Batailles et principaux
combats de la guerre de sept ans, consideres prin-
cipalementsous lo rapport de I'emploi de I'artillerie

avec les autres amies. Traduit de I'alleniand par
Ravichio de Peretsdorf et le capitaine Simonin,
revu, augmente, etc., par J. H. Le Bourg. [With
an appendix.] 3 livr. in 1 vol. Paris. 1839-40.
8°, and atlas, f° Text, Carl. 239; Atlas, Carl. 62

With autograph, " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1856," and notes ou
tlie first fly-leaf.

Another copy of the second part of the text is bound up
with other pamphlets in the volume numbered Carl. 89.

Denkwiirdigkeiten zur charakteristik der
preussischen armce, unter dem grossen konig
Friedrich dem Zweiten. Aus dem nachlasse eines
alten preussischen offiziers. Glogau. 1826. 8°.

Carl. 87 ; Carl. 107
With autograph "T. Carljde, Chelsea, 1858."

Dilworth, W. H. The life and heroick actions
of Frederick III. [II.] king of Prussia. London.
1758. 24° Port, of Frederick. Carl. 207
With the autograph "T. Carlyle (jany 1856; from A. G«.

6 weeks ago)."
" Contains nothing, — except (p. 25) the express contra-

diction of that story about a subscription in England for M«
Theresa as believed and reported by Voltaire, among others;
which was well worth annihilating since untrue."— ms. note
on fly-leaf.

[Dumonlin, , editor.^ Campagne de M. le

marechal de Maillebois, en Westphalie, 1741 & 2.

Contenant les lettres de ce marechal & celles de
plusieurs autres officiers-generaux au roi, & a Mr.
de Breteuil. Tom. i. ;

— Campagne de Broglie et

de Belle-Isle, en Boh^me et en Baviere, 1741-1743.
Tom. ii.-ix. ; — Tables. Tom. x. 10 torn. Am-
sterdam. 1772-73. 12°. Plans. Carl. 225

[ ] Campagne de M. le marechal due de
Noailles, en AUemagne, 1743. 2 pt. Amsterdam.
1760-61. 12°. Carl. 137
Forms a continuation of the above.
'• Consisting altogether of Oflidal Letters (brief, rapid,

meant for business, not for printing in the Newspapers)

;

Avhich are elucidative beyond bargain, and woiild even be
amusing to read, — were the topic itself worth one's time."
Frederick the Great, iii. 304 u.

Eude, Johann Joachim Gottlob am. Drey worte
geredt zu seiner zcit, nehnilicli vor, bey, und nach
der von sr. churfurstl. durchlauchtigkeit herrp
Friedrich August, unserm gniidigsten herrn, am
4'^" april 1769. bey hiesiger residenz in hochst-
eigener person eingenommenen erb-huldigung.
Dressden, etc. 1769. 8°. pp. 58. Carl. 151

Erman, Jean Georges. Sermons sur divers

textes de rficriture Sainte. Neuchatel, e^c. 1791.
8° Carl. 102
Containing the "Oraison funfebre de Fr^ddric II. roi de

Prusse, prononc^e le 10 septembre dans I'^glise frau^oise de
Potsdam."

Erman, Jean Pierre. Memoires pour servir k
I'histoire de Sophie Charlotte, reine de Prusse.
Lus dans les seances publiques de I'academie
royale des sciences et belles-lettres, augment^s de
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T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1859."

This is by Espagnac : in all probability, a work of real

notes historiques, etc. Berlin. 1801. 8° Geneal.

tables. Carl. 144

With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1852," and a few

MS. marginal notes.
«• A Life of her, in feeble watery style, and distracted ar-

rangement, by one Erman, a Berlin Frenchman, is in exis-

tence, and will repay a cursory perusal." Frederick the

Great, 1. 33.

[Espagnac, Jean Baptiste Joseph Damabzit
DB Sahuguet, haron d'.] Campagne de I'armee

du roi, en 1747. LaHaye. 1747. sm. 8°. TaUe
&nd plan. Carl. 223

Histoire de Maurice, comte de Saxe.

Nouvelle ed., augmentee de Vl^loge de M. le

marechal de Saxe, par M. Thomas. 2 torn, in 1.

Toulouse. 1789. 12''. Carl. 160

" A good little military Book, done into German." Fred-
erick the Great, ii. 24 n.
" An excellent military compend." Ditto, in. 304 n.

Die geschichte Moritzens, grafen von

Sachsen ; aus dem franzosischen. 2 bde. Leipzig.

1774. 8°. Carl. 159

With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 185i" in each

vol.; also MS. memoranda and marginal notes.

[ ] Journal historique de la derniere cam-

pagne de I'armee du roi, en 1746. La Haye.

1747. sm. 8°. 3fap, plans and tables. Carl. 223

With the autograpl:
7iac : in all p

exactitude & worth in its kind." — MS. note on fly-leaf.

Falch, Otto. Was sich die schlesier vom alten

Fritz erzahlen. Original-lebensbilder aus dem
munde des volks. Brieg. 1860. sm. 8°. Carl. 213

[Fassmann, David.] Des glorwiirdigsten

fiirsten und herrn, Friedrich Augusti des Grossen,

leben und helden-thaten, so letzthin in historischer

ordnung beschrieben von D. F. Nunmehro er-

lautert durch J. G. H. Franckfurt, etc. 1734. 8".

Fort, of Frederick Augustus and plates. Carl. 126

With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1852."

"A work written with upturned eyes of prostrate admi-
ration for ' Bero Majestdt ("Theiro" Majesty) August the

GreaV; exact too, but dealing merely with the clothes of the

matter and such a matter : work unreadable, except on com-
pulsion, to the stupidest mortal." Frederick the Great, ii.

22 n. >
"Poor extinct Fassmann, one discovers at last a vein of

weak geniality in him; here and there, real liuraan sense and
eyesight, under those strange conditions; and his poor Books,
rotted now to inanity, have left a small seed-pearl or two, to

the earnest reader." Ditto, i. 400.

[ ] Leben und thaten des konigs von Preus-
sen, Friederici Wilhelmi. [Vol. i.] Hamburg,
etc. 1735. 8°. Front. Carl. 146

With MS. memoranda.

Feder, Johann Georg Heinrich. Sophie, chur-

fiirstin von Hannover ira umriss. [With " Bei-

lagen" containing letters.] Hannover. 1810.
16". Carl. 154
With the book-plate of Col. Fitz Clarence, earl of Munster,

son of William IV., king of England; also the autograph
" T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1856," and MS. memoranda by him.

Ferdinand, duke of Brunswick-Lunehurg.
Ferdinand herzog zu Braunschweig und Liineburg
wahrend des siebenjahrigen krieges. Aus eng-

lischen und preussischen archiven gesammelt und
herausgegeben von E. von dem Knesebeck. 2 bde.
Hannover. 1857-58. 8°. Carl. 231

With MS. marginal notes by Carlyle.
• Letters altogether; not very intelligently edited, but well

worth reading by eveiy student, military and civil." Fred-
erick the Great, v. 273 n.

[Ferrand, Antoine Francois Claude, cow^e.]
Histoire des trois demembremens de la Pologne,

pour faire suite a I'Histoire de I'anarchie de Po-
logne, par Kulhiere. 3 tom. Paris. 1820. 8^.

Carl. 82
With occasional marginal notes, usually expressive of in

dignation at the author's omission of dates.

Fischer, Johann Bernhard. Geschichte und
ausfiihrliche beschreibung der stadt Anspach, oder
Onolzbach, und deren merkwiirdigkeiten. An-
spach. 1786. sm. 8°. Flan and plates. Carl. 116

With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1853," and a MS.
table.

Foerster, Wilhelm Adolph Ferdinand. Ge-
diichtnisstafeln der allgemeinen geschichte, mit
besonderer riicksicht auf Deutschland und Preus-
sen. Berlin, etc. 1835. 8°. Carl. 78
Fomxey, (Johann Heinrich) Samuel. Souvenirs

d'un citoyen. 2^ ed. 2 tom. in 1. Paris. 1797.
16". Fro7it. Carl. 136
Sketches of noted people of the xviii'^ century.
With MS. marginal notes by Carlyle; often quoted by him

in his FredetHck the Great.

Frederick I., king of Frussia. The life and
actions of Frederic, the victorious king of Prussia,
elector of Brandenburg, &c. Compiled from origi-

nal memoirs and documents. [^Anon.~\ London.
1758. 8°. Fort.., map and plans. Carl. 189

With MS. marginal notes.
"There is iiothing absolutely in this Book but blundering

stupidities and misinformations; except what is copied
(stolen) from poor Dilworth, I can recollect nothing deserv-
ing another character. T. C. (1856). Baddish Print (from
a good Picture); bad poor Map." — "Adieu, thou other
stupid farrago! (29 Nov 1855; 11^ p.m.)" — MS. notes.

Frederick II., king of Frussia. Oeuvres.
Publiees du vivant de I'auteur, et augmentees de
plusieurs pieces qui n'ont pas paru dans les editions

precedentes. 4 tom. n. p. 1790. 8^. 7 plates.

Carl. 184a

Oeuvres posthumes. 15 tom. Berlin.

1788. 8°. Carl. 184
Tom. i., ii. have many MS. marginal notes.

Contents: — i., ii. Histoire de mon temps.— iii., iv. His-
toire de la guerre de sept ans. — v. [Miscellaneous.] — vi.

[Miscellaneous.] Poesies. — vii. Poesies. — viii. Poesies.
Correspondance. — ix.-xv. Correspondance.
The library has also the edition of 1789. 14561.3

Supplement. Contenant plusieurs pieces

qu'on attribue a cet auteur. 6 tom. Cologne.

1789. 8". Carl. 185
Briefe an seinen vater, geschrieben in den

jahren 1732 bis 1739. Berlin, etc. 1838. 8°.

Carl. 216
With MS. marginal notes.

Friedrichs des Einzigen authentische cha-

rakteristik nach seinen eignen gestandnissen. Ein
handbuch fiir fiirsten, officiere und alle hohere
stiinde. [Compiled by C. K. Andre.] Berlin.

1790. 8'1 Carl. 199

With the autograph "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1853."

Geheimer unterricht, enthaltend die den
offiziers dero armee, besonders denen von der

cavallerie, im jahr 1778 ertheilten geheimen be-

fehle. Mit anmerkungen des prinzen von Ligne.

Dresden. 1799. 16". Carl. 208

With the autograph "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1852."

[ (?)] Letters on patriotism. Translated

from the French original printed at Berlin. Lon-
don. 1780. 16". FoH. Carl. 215

With the autograph "T. Carlyle (A. G*.) 1856."

( ?) Letters to the public. Translated
from the original edition, printed at Berlin. Lon-
don. 1753. 16*^. pp. 29. Carl. 215

With the autograph "T. Carlyle (from A. G.), Chelsea,
1856."
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[ ] Lettres secretes touchant la derniere
guerre, de Main de maitre. Nouvelle ed. Franc-
fort, etc. 1772. 12*'. Carl. 96
Containing correspondence between the king and Augustus

William, prince of Prussia; also letters of the king to Gen.
Fouquet.
"With the half-title :— " Anecdotes pour servir k I'histoire

de la maison de Brandebourg et a I'eclaircissement de la
derniere guerre."
With MS. notes by Carlj'le.

"This is the Prince's own Statement, Proof in hand."
Frederick the Great, v. 160 n.

The library has also the English translation by Thomas
Holcroft. 14563.3

[ ] Anekdoten zur erlauterung der branden-
burgischen geschichte, und des letzteren krieges.
N. p. 1769. 16° Carl. 96
Containing coiTespondence between the king and Augustus

William, prmce of Prussia.

Military instructions written for the gen-
erals of his army ; being his own commentaries on
his former campaigns. Together with short in-

structions for the use of his light troops. Translated
by an officer. London. 1762. 8°. Plates. Carl. 86
With autograph "T. Carlyle (A. Gt.) [i.e. Alexander Gil-

christ (?)] 1856," frequent marginal notes and several pages
of notes pasted in the front.
" One of the best, or altogether the best, of Friedrich's

excellent little Books, written successively {thrice-private,
could they have been kept so) for the Instruction of his
OflScers." Frederick the Great, iii. 367 n.

An ode, written immediately after the
victory which he gained over the combined armies
of France and the Empire at Rosbach. Fr. and
Eng. London. 1758. 4°. pp. 7 [12]. Carl. 222
On the fly-leaves is written a translation of another ode by

Frederick "ll.

[ ] Regulations for the Prussian cavalry.
Translated from the German original [by W.
Faucitt]. London. 1757. 8**. Carl. 109

[ ] Regulations for the Prussian infantry.

Translated from the German original [by W.
Faucitt]. London. 1754. 8''. Plates a,nd tables.

Carl. 108
Of this work, the translator of Frederic's ''Military in-

structions," 1762, himself an English officer, says :
—

«' Capt. Faucit, of the guards, obliged us, some time ago,
with a translation of the King of Prussia's Regulations for
the discipline of his army : but those Regulations . . . can
only be considered as the rudiments of the art of war, and
therefore it is difficult to suppose, that so sublime a genius, as
his present Prussian Majestj-, could possibly waste his time
in composing them. He certainly did not. The Regulations
were originally tlie work of his fiither, who was an excellent
Adjutant, and who, tho' a man of no genius at all, by the
discipline of his troops, laid the foundation of his son's great-
ness." Military instructions, pp. x.-xi.

[ ] New regulations for the Prussian in-

fantry. Translated from the original German manu-
script. London. 1757. 4°. pp. 59. Plates. Carl. 85
With the book-plate of Edward, earl of Harcwood, who

was created an earl in 1812 and died in 1820.

[ ] Relation de la campagne de 1756. Ac-
count of the campaign of 1756. In Bohemia,
Silesia, and Saxony. By the K*"* of P*""*. Fr.

and Eng. London. 1757. 8°. pp. 24, 27. Carl, 91
With the autograph '* T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1858 " on the

fly-leaf.

Also French and (German edition in Gesamnielte nach-
richten, 1757, i, 840-858 [Carl. 227].

Anonymous Works on Frederick II.

Anekdoten uhd karakterziige aus dem
leben Friedrich des Zweiten, 2® verbesserte aufl,

[i^samml,] Berlin. 1786, 16°. Port. Carl. 204
Interleaved, with MS. notes by K. W. von Schoning.
" Bought in Berlin for me in 1852; —proves to be a very

great curiosity: the very Copy, namely, that Busching had
in his hand (lent by Schoning) while writing Beytrdge zur
&c. vol. v. — T. C. Chelsea, 1854." — MS. note on fly-leaf.

The same. vii«, viiie samml. Berlin.
1787. 16°, Carl, 209
With the autograph " T. Carlyle 1852."

Anecdotes and characteristics of Frederick
the Great, late king of Prussia : selected and trans-
lated from eight original volumes in German, by
F. A. W, [F. A, Winzer], 2 vol, in 1, London,
[1789?] sm. 8°. Port. Carl, 210
With the autograph "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1859."
"Not a bad 'Select"' from the German Anecdote-Book.

1788 (or so)."— MS. note on fly-leaf.

See also Latrobe, Benjamin Hemy. Characteristic anec-
dotes, and miscellaneous authentic papers, tending to illus-

trate the character of Frederic II. Carl. 214

Four pieces, containing a full vindication
of His Prussian Majesty's conduct in the present
juncture, Fr. and Eng. London. 1756. 4°.

ft'. 87. Carl. 71
Contents : — i. — A memorial presented to their High

Mightinesses the States General by M. de Hellen, His Prus-
sian Majesty's minister at the Hague ; in answer to the Saxon
resident's Memorial of the 29th of September last.

ii. — The king of Prussia's answer to the imperial decree of
commission at the diet of Ratisbonne; and to that of the
Aulic council of the empire.

iii. — A memorial iu vindication of the king of Prussia's
conduct, from the false imputations of the court of Saxony.

iv. —A memorial setting forth the conduct of the courts of
Vienna and Saxony towards the king of Prussia, and their
dangerous designs against him; together with the original
documents in proof of them.
The library has also another copy.

Helden-, staats-, und lebens- geschichte
des allerdurchlauchtigsten und grosmiichtigsten
fiirsten und herrns, Friedrichs des Andern. 7 theile

in 11 vol. Franckfurth, etc. 1758-64. 16°. Tables,

plates, portrs. and plans. Carl, igi
[ier], ii^r thcil are " 2« aufl." The plates are wanting in li«

and ver theil.

With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1855 " in ier

theil, and "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1860" in vi" and in vii"
theil; also copious MS. memoranda and occasional marginal
notes.

" The terrible compilation called Ilelden- Staats- und
Lebens -Geschichte, etc. There are Ten thick and thin Half-
volumes, and perhaps more. One of the most hideous im-
broglios ever published under the name of Book,— without
vestige of Index, and on paper that has no margin and can-
not stand ink,— yet with many curious articles stufied blindly
into the awful belly of it, like jcAvels into a rag-sack, or into
ten rag-sacks all in one ; with far more authenticity than you
could expect in such case. Frederick the Great, ii. 117 n,

Natural reflexions on the present conduct
of His Prussian Majesty, etc. Eng. and Fr. Lon-
dres. 1744, 4°. pp, 60. Carl. 70
On the cover Carlyle has written " English Pamphlet on

Fk's 2<i Silesian War (1744) ; friendly to F^, must have been
translated into French by liis order, and printed abroad."

Poetische erziihlungen von den vornemsten
thaten Friedrichs des Grossen und seiner helden
in dem jetzigen kriege. Halle. 1758, 8°. pp. 92.

Carl. 151
The preface is signed " M. I, C, L. R. A. S."
" Unreadable !

" — ms. note by Carlyle.

[A collection of sermons, addresses, etc.

on the death of Frederick the Great and the acces-

sion of Frederick William II,] 14 pam, in 1 vol.

1786. 8° and 16° Namely:— Carl. 196

Hammerdoufeu, Karl. Leben Friedrichs des Grossen,
Leipzig. 178R. W. pp.75. Port. 0/ Frederick the Great.
Ueden und gedichtc auf den kiinig Friedrich Wilhelm den

Zweyten und die in Bcrliu ilini gelcistete liuldigung, nebst
eiiier kurzen uebersiclit (lessen, was der kiinig in den zwei
ersten monathen seiner regierung that. Berlin. [1780.] 8°.

pp.40.
Contains only " Kurze uebersiclit dessen, etc.''

[MoRSCHEL, Oaniel Ern«t, compiler.] Sammlung von
reden, predlgten und gedichton auf den tod kouigs Friedrich
des Grossen. Berlin. 1786. 8°.

Contents : — KvhM, , bischof voN. Trauor rede nach
dem absterben des herrn Friderich des Zweyten, kiinig von
Preussen &c., gehalten den 10. sept. 178(5 zu Berlin in dft
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romisch-catholisclu'ii kirche.— Teller, "VVilhelm Abraham.
Predigt zutn gcdaohtnis des konigs Friedrich des Zweytcn,
gehalten in der kirche zu St. JPetri am 10. sept. 1786.—
WiLMSEN, Friedrich Ernst. Was es fiir eine namensgrosse,
und unsterblichkeit sey, die Gott unserm verewigten konige,

Friederich dem Zweyten gab? Am tage seiner gediichtniss-

feyer den 10. sept. 3786 vorgetragen. — Sack, Fricdrich

Samuel Gottfried. Gedachtnisspredigt auf den herm Fride-

rich den Zweiten. In gegen-wart sr. majestat des konigs
und des konigl. hauses den 10. sept. 1786 gehalten in der

oberpfarr- unddomkirche.— CoNBAD,KarlLudwig. Predigt

zum gedachtniss Friedrichs des Zweiten, vor der verwitt-

weten koniginn am lO'en sept. 1786 im lustschloss Schon-
hausen gehalten. — Koch, Johann Christian. Gedachtniss-

predigt anf se. majestat Friedrich den Zweyten, in der
berlinischen Georgenkirche den 10. sept. 1786 gehalten.

—

Cube, Johann Dsivid. Ueber den tod des konigs, eine

predigt. Gehalten in der Jerusalemskirche den 10. sept.

1786. — Spalding, Johann Joachim. Gedachtnisspredigt
auf Friedrich den Zweyten.— Kruger, Christian Gotthelf.

Gedachtnisspredigt auf Friedrich den Zweiten, gehalten den
17. sept. 1786. — Schubart, Christian Friedrich Daniel.

Friedrich der Grosse. Ein hymnus. — MUchler, Karl
(Friedrich). Todtenopfer fiir Friedrich den Einzigen. Ber-

lin. [1786.] 16°. pp. (4).

Gesegneten asche (Der) Friedrich des Grossen geweihet.
Berlin. 1786. 16°. pp. 8.

Sterben der konige (Ueber das) und die belohnungen der

ewigkeit fiir die guten unter ihnen. Berlin. 1786. 16°.

pp. 20.

KxjRZE nachricht vom tode Friedrichs des Zweiten. Ein
schreiben aus Potsdam. 2" vermehrte aufl. Berlin. 1786.

16°. pp.16.
Sarrauton, . Sur le mort de Frederic Second, roi de

Prusse. Ode. Berlin. [1786.] 16°. pp. (8).

Trinius, Johann Jakob Bernhard. Hnldigungs-rede
beym antritt der regierung sr. majestat des konigs von
Preussen, Friedrich Willhelm II., vor dem infanterie-regi-

ment v. Leipziger gehalten den 19ten aug. 1786. Halle.

1786. 8°. pp.13.
Sack, Friedrich Samuel Gottfried. Huldigungs-predigt

am zweyten oct. 1786. Vor dem konige, dem koniglichen

hause, und den versammelten hochloblichen standen der

churmark Brandenburg &c. in der oberpfarr- und domkirche
gehalten. Berlin. [1786.] 8°. pp. xxxvi.
BuRMANN, Gottlob Wilhelm. Huldigungslieder. Zum

festlichen 2ten oct. 1786. Berlin. [1786.] 8°. pp. (14).

D., J. H. W. Schilderung des 2ten oct. 1786 zu Berlin,

in zwei gesangen. Berlin. [1786.] 8°. pp. (14).

Gedichte. [Berlin? 1786?] 8°. pp.48.
Containing poems on the coronation of Frederick Wil-

liam II.

Gedichte. [Berlin? 1786?] 8°. pp.55.
Containing poems on the death of Frederick the Great.

;)i** Formerly belonging to K. H. S. Roedenbeck, whoso
stamp is on the fly-leaf. Carlyle Avrites under il " Curious

!

This is poor Rodk of the Tagebuch, of the Beytrage, &c. . . .

Poor soul, this shall have a value for his sake !
—

- T. C.
(Chelsea, Sjan? 1864.)"

[Fromageot, , Vabbe.'] Histoire du regne

de Marie-Therese
;

precedee de tables genealo-

giques & chronologiques : pour servir de suite a

I'Abrege chronologique de I'histoire d'Allemagne,

par M. Pfeffel. Nouvelle ed., corrigee & aug-

mentee [par I'abbe JVIann]. Bruxelles. 1786.

12°. Fort, of Maria Theresa. Carl. 121

With the autograph " T. Carlvle, Chelsea, 1856."

Also with two letters from t)r. Donaldson on the name
" Theresia."

Froriep, Just Friedrich. Predigt am sonntage

rogate; mit anwendungen auf die huldigung [of

Frederick August I., king of Saxony] den 2. may
1769. Leipzig. 1769. 8°. pp. 32. Carl. 151
" Intensely interesting at this time !

"— MS. note.

Fuclis, , Dr. Jubelschrift zur feier der

schlacht bei Mollwitz, den 10. april 1841. Brieg.

[1841.] 4°. Front., maps &xiA plans. Carl. 222

With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1858"; also a
few marginal notes and MS. memoranda.
"By a distracted Dr. Fuchs of those parts." — Note on

ily-leaf.
" The latest and notablest of these [accounts], in regard to

Mollwitz, is the Pamphlet of a Dr. Fuchs ; from which, in

spite of its amazing quality, we expect to glean a serviceable

item here and there. It is definable as probably the most
chaotic Pamphlet ever written ; and in many places, by dint

of uncorrected printing, bad grammar, bad spelling, bad
sense, and in short, of intrinsic darkness in so vivacious a

humour, it has become abstruse as Sanscrit; and really is a
sharp test of what knowledge you otherwise have on the sub-
ject. Might perhaps be used in that way, by the Examining
Militaiy Boards, in Prussia and elsewhere, if no other use
lie in it? Fuchs's own contributions, mere ignorance, follv
and credulity, are not worth interpreting : but he has printea,
and in the same abstruse form, one or two curious Parish
Manuscripts, particularly a ' History ' of this War, privatelj-
jotted down by the then Schoolmaster of Mollwitz, a good
simple accurate old fellow-creature; through whose eyes it

is here and tliex-e worth while to look." Frederick the
Great, iii. 197.

Gasco3nif Sir Bernard. A description of Ger-
many : its government, manner of assembling
diets, ceremony of electing and crowning the king
of the Romans. As also an account of their pres-

ent Imperial JNIajesties houshold, etc. [London.
1672.] 8". pp. 63. Carl. 92
With the autograph " T. Carlyle, 1856"; also a few mar-

ginal notes.

General view (A) of the present politics and
interests of the principal powers of Europe, etc.

In a letter from the Hague to a foreign minister at

London. London. [1747.] 8°. pp.56. Carl. 90
[Germain, previously Sackville, George, \st

viscount Sackville.'] His lordship's apology. Lon-
don. 1759. S-^. pp. 22. Carl. 91

Proceedings of a court-martial held March
and April, 1760, upon the trial of Lord George
Sackville [commander at the battle of Minden].
London. 1760. 8° Carl. 142

The library has two other copies [1451.6; 24^.112].

Germany— (7ro^^.7^. 1742-1745. (Charles VIL)
[Plan of peace communicated to one of the secre-

taries of state of His Britannic IVIajesty, by Baron
Haslang, minister of the court of Frankfort. With
notes.] Fr.SindFng, N. p. [1744.] 8°. pp. iii.

-

vi.,50[48]. Carl. 90
Imperfect : — The title page is wanting.

Gesammlete nachrichten und urkunden, den
im jahr 1756. in Deutschland entstandenen krieg

betreffend. i^"", ii" bd. [Frankfurt, etc.'] 1757.

sm. 8". Carl. 227
" Preliminarj' Documents &c. on Friedrich's side."— Note

in MS. catalogue.

[Graffigny, Mme. Fran9oise d'Issemboukg
d'Happoncourt de.] Vie privee de Voltaire et

de ]VI™e Du Chatelet, pendant un sejour de six

mois a Cirey ; suivie de cinquante lettres inedites,

en vers et en prose, de Voltaire. [Edited, with

notes,by M. DuBois.] Paris. 1820. 8". Fort.

Sixidfac-sim. Carl. 140
*' A six months of actual Letters written by poor Grafigny,

while sheltering at Cirey, Winter and Spring 1738-1739;

straitened there in various respects, — extremely ill off for

fuel, among other things. Rugged practical Letters, shadow-
ing out to us, unconsciously ollenest, and like a very mirror,

the splendid and the sordid, the seamy side and the smooth,
of Life at Cirey, in her experience of it." Frederick the

Great, ii. 393 u.

Grot, Joachim Christian. Kanzelrede von der

rechtmiissigkeit der blattereinimpfung aus allge-

nieinen griinden, an dem jiihrlichen dankfeste

wegen der wiederherstellung Catharina der

Zweiten und Paul Petrowitz den 21. nov. 1769

gehalten. IVIitau. [1769.] 8° pp. 32. Carl. 151

[Guibert, Jacques Antoine Hippolyte, comte

DE.] Observations on tlie military establishment

and discipline of the king of Prussia ; with an ac-

count of [his] private life. Translated by J.

Johnson. London. 1780. 8°. Fro}it. Carl. 86

With autograph "T. Carlyle (A. Gt.) [i. e. Alexander Gil-

christ (?) I
185 . , and frequent marginal notes now rendered

almost unmtelligible bv too close trimming at the hands of

the binder. On the title-page Carlyle writes "Very good
Book," and a query in regard to the author.
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Hahn, Werner. Hans Joachim von Zieten,
koniglich preussischer general der kavallerie. 3«

aufl.^ Berlin. 1853. 8". Carl. 87
Hard (^Germ. Hordt), Johan Ludvig, Grefve.

Memoires. 2 torn. Berlin. 1789. 12°. Carl. 172
"With a few MS. notes by Carlyle.
" This is Bookseller Pitnx's Edit" or redaction (Berlin,

1788) ; Academician Borelly's then followed, wh^ is much
fuller." — MS. note on fly-leaf of tom. i.

Military, historical and political memoirs.
Revised by M. Borelly. Vol. i. London. 1806.
8". Carl. 171

"With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1859."

'An English Translation; easy enough to read ; but nearly
without meaning, I should fear, to readers unacquainted
with the scene and subject. Ilorclt was reckoned a perfectly
veracious, intelligent kind of man : but he seldom gives the
least date, specification, or precise detail; and his Book
reads, not like the Testimony of an Eye-witness, which it is,

and valuable when you understand it; but more like some
vague Forgery, compiled by a destitute inventive individual,
regardless of the Ten Commandments (sparingly consulting
even his file of Old Newspapers), and writing a Book which
would deserve the treadmill, were there any PoUce in his

trade !
" Frederick the Great, vi. 346.

Henckel von Donuersmarck, Victor Ama-
deus, Graf. Militarischer nachlass. Herausge-
geben von Karl Zabeler. 2^ ausg. 2 theile.

Leipzig. 1858. 8°. Port, and plans. Carl. i56

Presented to Carlyle by a grandson of the author. Count
Leo Henckel von Donnersmarck, June 22, 1869, accompanied
by a letter from him, enclosing copies of five letters from
Prince Henry of Prussia to the author. These letters have
been placed in a cover (Carl. i66»), which contains also let-

ters from Count von Donnersmarck, Major Pari-y, and F.
Althaus, on the Chodowiecki engraving of Frederick at

Potsdam.

Henry, prince of Prussia. Anekdoten, charak-

terziige und kriegsfahrten aus deni leben des prin-

zen Heinrich's von Preussen. {_Ano7i.'] 4 samml.
in 1 vol. Gottingen. 1803-04. 16". Carl. 155
With the autograph '• T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1854.-'

Hermann, Frater. Von den schicksalen des

klosters Lehnin und des hauses Brandenburg.
Eine prophezeihung aus dem 13ten jahrhundert,

erlautert aus der brandenburgischen geschichte.
2e ausg. Dusseldorf. 1808. 8«. Carl. 87

Hertzberg, Ewald Friedrich, graf von. Huit
dissertations lues dans les assemblees publiques de

I'acad. roy. des sciences & belles-lettres de Berlin,

tenues pour I'anniversaire du roi Frederic II. dans

les annees 1780-178T. Berlin. 1787. 8'^ Carl. 48
Contents : — Les causes de la superiorite des germains sur

les remains, e^c — Anecdotes du regne de Frederic Guil-

laume le Grand, 61ecteur, etc. — Reflexions sur la force des
^tats et sur leur puissance relative et proportionelle. — Sur
les revolutions des etats, et particuliferement sur celles de
I'Allemagne. — Sur la forme des gouvernemens, et quelle est

la meilleure ? — Sur la population des ^tats en general et sur

celle des etats prussiens en particulier. — Sur la veritable

richesse des etats, etc. — Memoire historique sur la derniere

ann^e de la vie de Frederic II. roi de Prusse.
With a few MS. notes.

Histoire de la derniere guerre, commencee
Tan 1756, & finie par la paix d'Hubertsbourg, le

li5 fevrier 1763. Nouvelle ed., corrigee. Berlin.

1768. 12'*. Carl. 228

Carlyle doubts the authenticity of th"; place of publication.

With the autograph «' T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1856."

"Who wrote this Book? — Some pcor Frenchman, fresh

from reading Rousseau &c." — ms. note on p. 182.

The library has also the edition of 1769. 14565-5

Holle, Johann Wilhelm. Alte geschichte der

stadt Bayreuth, von den iiltesten zeiten bis zur

abtretung dersclben an die krone Preussen im
jahre 1792. [With an appendix.] Bayreuth.

1833. 8". ^plates. Carl. 112

With the autograph "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1853"; also his

MS. marginal notes and index. The book should have 4

plates ; plate I. missing.

Holies, originally Pelham, Thomas, \st duTce

of Newcastle. Letter, by His Majesty's order, to

M. Michell, in answer to the Memorial, and other
papers, delivered by M. Michell, to the duke of
Newcastle, the 23d of Nov., and 13th of Dec.
[1752]. London. 1753. 4'*. pp. 46. Lists of

Carl. 222
The library has another copy, wanting " Lists of ships "

[Tr. 343 (7)]. The same will be found in ** A collection of
scarce and interesting tracts," 1788, 8° [5422.5], and in
" Controversy concerning the law of nations," 1837, 12°

[38.169!.

Hoppe, Rudolph Ludwig. Geschichte der stadt

Hannover. *Hannover. 1845. 8**. Carl. 81

With occasional marginal notes, and a ms. " Chronology of
Ernst Aug' " in envelope at beginning.

Horn, Franz (Christoph). Das leben Friedrich
Wilhelms des Grossen, kurflirsten von Branden-
burg. Nebst andeutungen iiber die idee und die

spiitere geschichte des preussischen staats vom
jahre 1688 bis 1814. Berlin. 1814. 8". Carl. 153
With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1854."

Hiibner, Johann. Genealogische tabellen,

nebst denen darzu gehorigen genealogischen
fragen, zur erliiuterung der politischen historie.

3 theile. 1725-28. obi. f° Carl. 60

With autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1853," and many
mai'ginal notes and memoranda in vol. i. On the parchment
cover of this volume Carlyle has Avritten " ' Oertel,' a con-
tinuatn., goes along with this. N. b."
"A book of rare excellence in its kind." Frederick the

Great, i. 48 n.

HufiPiunbonrgliausen, Baron, pseudon. The
congress of the beasts : a farce of two acts, now in

rehearsal at a new, grand theatre in Germany. 3d
ed. London. 1748. 8°. pp. 61. Plate. Carl. 90

Huschberg, Johann Ferdinand von. Die drei

kriegsjahre 1756, 1757, 1758 in Deutschland. Mit
ergEenzungen herausgegeben von Heinrich Wuttke.
Nach bisher unbenutzten archiven. Leipzig.

1856. 8". pp. xcviii., 723. Carl. 240

With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1858," and ms.
marginal notes.

Impartial review (An) of the present troubles

of Germany, etc., in a letter from a member of the

diet at Ratisbon, to a publick minister at the

Hague. Translated from the original French.

London. 1743. le**. pp. 45. Carl. 90

Johnson, Samuel. Memoirs of Charles Fred-
erick [Frederick the Great], king of Prussia.

With notes, and a continuation to the time of his

death [by Mr. Harrison]. Also a geographical

description of his dominions. Liverpool. [1786?]
8''. Poo-t. of Frederick. Carl. 198

Dr. Johnson's portion of the work was first published in

the Literary magazine, 1756-67.

Johnston, James, and King, Gregory. An
account of the ceremony of investing His Elec-

toral Highness of Brandenburgh with the order of

the garter. Perform'd at Berlin, Gth June, 1690.

London. 1090. sm. 4". pp. 36. Carl. 92

[Joubert, , Vahhe.'] Histoire des r6volu-

tions de Pologne, depuis la mort d'Auguste III.,

jusqu'a nos jours. 2 tom. Warsovie. 1778. 8°.

Carl. 127
With MS. marginal notes by Carlyle.
«< Feeble, inetlectual, totally inane & hazy Book (one Sal-

vnndy writer, it seems) : such an Epic-Subject probably

deserved such a Homer!
" Finished my distressing survey of it, 10 April, 1859. —

M9. note in vol. ii. p. 306.

Attributed by Carlyle to Salvandy, but by Qu^rard to the

abbe Joubert. Salvandy was not born fill 1796.

The library has also the edition of 1775.
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Kapp, Georg Friedrich Wilhelm. Erinne-
rungeii an diejenigen markgrafen von Kulmbach-
Bayreuth, welche forderer der wissenschaften

gewesen sind. [Pt. i. Bayreuth. 1840.] 8".

pp. 16. Carl. 87
" A reprint from the Archiv fur Genchichte und Alter-

thumskunde in Ober-Franken, Year 1841." Frederick the

Great, i. 167 n.

[Kletschke, Benjamin Gotthilf.] Lezte \^sic]

stunden und leichenbegiingniss Friedrichs des

Zweiten, konigs von Preussen. Potsdam. 1786.

4°. pp.99. Front., vign. and plate. Carl. 217

With the autograph "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1865."

Kloss, "W. Vaterlandische gemalde aus vorzeit

und gegenwart ; oder Geschichte des branden-
burgisch-preiissischen staats, von seinem entstehen

bis auf die neueste zeit. 3 bde. Berlin. 1833-34.
8°. Carl. 79
The plates are all wanting except one.

With autograph "T. Carlyle, 1854," MS. tahle of contents,

notes, etc.

"A sorry Compilation, without value, except for the old
Excerpts." Frederick the Great, i, 109 n.

Knie, Johann G., and Melcher, J. M. L.
Geographische beschreibung von Schlesien preus-

sischen antheils, der grafschaft Glatz, und der

preussichen markgrafschaft Ober-Lausitz. Abth.
iii. Breslau. 1830. 8°. Tables. Carl. 113

Contents : — Alphahetische, topographisch-statistische
uebers^icht aller orte der provinz Schlesien.
With the autograph « T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1855."

[Kniippeln, Julius Friedrich.] Friedrich der
Einzige, nach seinem privat- und oflfentlichen

leben geschildert vpn J. F. K. 2^ umgearbeitete
aufl. Dessau. [1794?] 16° Front. Carl. 206
Kohlerf Johann David. Gedenckwiirdigkeiten

des jetzt laufFenden achtzehenden jahr-hunderts.
i^"^ theil, 1701-20. Niirnberg. 1739. 4° Carl. 80

A marginal note of Carlyle's reads,— " By far the best of
German 'Historians,' — tho' quite ... out of sight to the
modern reader."
A series of plates (one for each year) exhibits in pictorial

form the principal events of the successive j^ears.

Kurtzgefaste und griindliche teutsche
reichs-historie vom anfang des teutschen reichs

bis auf den badenschen frieden. Mit koniglichen
und kayserlichen hand-zeichen oder monogramma-
tibus. Franckfurth, etc. 1737. 4°. Engrs. Carl. 75
With autograph, "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1853," and occa-

sional notes.
" By no means Kohler's chief !Book; but this too is good,

and does, in a solid eflective way, what it attempts. He
seems to me by fiir the best Historical Genius the Germans
have yet produced, though I do not find much mention of him
in their Literary Histories and Catalogues. A man of ample
learning and also of strong, cheerful human sense, and human
honesty, whom it is tin-ice pleasant to meet with in those
ghastly solitudes, populous chiefly with doleful creatures."
Frederick the Great, i. 46 n.

The library has also the 1767 edition. 13531.10

Wochentlich herausgegebener historischer
miinzbelustigung. Nebst einer vorrede von Joh.
Luckii. 5 Jan. 1729—30 dec. 1750. 22 theile in
12 vol. Niirnberg. 1729-50. sm. 4<>. Carl. 46
With occasional MS. marginal notes. On the fly-leaf of

theil i. is written " Me comparabat Carolus Adrianus L: B:
Wolff" Metternich. 1755." His book-stamp with the initialsW V M is on the title-page of several volumes and his auto-
graph, in which he is further distinguished as " Camera-
rius."

'•Excellent, opulent, solid & genial old Book. T. C."—
Note in MS. catalogue.

^

—

- Vollstandiges register in sich enthaltend
ein vierfaches verzeichnis, verfertiget von J. G.
Bernhold. 2 bde. Nurnberg. 1788, '65. sm. 4°.

Carl. 47

[Konig, Anton Balthasar.] Biographisches
lexikon aller helden und militairpersonen, welche
sich in preussischen diensten beriihmt gemacht
haben. 4 theile in 2 vol. Berlin. 1788-91. 8"'.

Carl. 77On the title-page of vol. i. is written " Excellent, correct
Book. T. Carlyle (Chelsea 1858)," and again in the Fred-
erick (vol, i. 282) he says " A praiseworthy, modest, highly
correct Book, of its kind." Many marginal notes are added
in his hand.
In vol. i. is a portrait of Frederick, under which he has

written " Chodowiecki's reading of the Face (a poor copy)."
Of this and other portraits of Frederick he Says,

—

" Pesne, an excellent artist, has painted Friedrich as Prince
Royal : a beautiful young man ; with moist-lookm^ enthusi-
astic eyes of extraordinary brilliancy, smooth oval face; con-
siderably resembling his motlier. After which Period au-
thentic pictures of Friedrich are sought for to little purpose.
For, it seems, he never sat to any painter, in his reigning
days : and the Prussian Chodowiecki,* Saxon Graff*, English
Cunningham had to pick up his physiognomy from the dis-
tance, intermittently as they could."
" * Pronounce Kodov-yetski, and endeavour to make some

acquaintance with this ' Prussian Hogarth,' who has real
worth and originality." Frederick the Great, i. 283-4.

Kriele, Johann Ludwig. Ausfiihrliche und
zuverlassige historisch-militarische beschreibung
der schlacht bei Kunersdorf und Frankfurt, am
12ten august 1759. Berlin. 1801. 8°. Plan.

Carl. 238
With the autograph "T. Carlyle, 1S52," and MS. marginal

notes.
" Kriele was subsequent Pastor in the Parish, an excellent

intelligent man; has compiled in brief form, with an elabo-
ate Chart too, a clear account of everything, in the Battle and
before and after it." Frederick the Great, vi. 48 n.

Kiister, Karl Daniel. Characterziige des preus-
sischen general-lieutenants von Saldern, mit be-
merkungen iiber seine militairische thaten und iiber

sein privatleben. Berlin. 1793. sm. 8°. Front.
Carl. 181

With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1859," and MS.
memoranda.
" One Kiister-

Saldern's behalf.'

[Kuniaczo, , von.] Gestandnisse eines
oestreichischen veterans in politisch-militarischer

hinsicht auf die interessantesten verhaltnisse
zwischen Oestreich und Preussen, wahrend der
regierung des konigs Friedrichs des Zweyten ; mit
historischen anmerkungen. 4 theile. Breslau.
1788-91. 8''. Carl. 120

iier-iyer theil liavc also the title, " Das verhaltniss zwischen
Oestreich und Preussen, in politisch-militarischer hinsicht."
With the autograph "T. Carlyle (Chelsea, 1865)," and his

MS. memoranda.
" Strictly Anonymous at that time, and candid, or almost

more, to Prussian merit; — still worth reading." Frederick
the Great, iv. 212 n.

Kutzen, Joseph (August). Vorhundert jahren.

Zwei gedenktage deutscher geschichte. 2 abth. in

1vol. Breslau. 1857. sm. 8°. Tables and plans.
Carl. 236

Contents : — i. Der tag von Kolin — ii. Der tag von
Leuthen.
" A useful little compilation from many sources." Fred-

erick the Great, v. 135 n.

Laing, David. Historical description of the
altar-piece, painted in the reign of King James the

Third of Scotland, belonging to Her Majesty, in

the palace of Holyrood. Edinburgh. 1857. 8°.

pp. 20. Vign. , wdcts. and plates. Carl. 90
Seems to have no connection with the Frederick books, but

is bound up with other pamphlets

[Lia Place, Pierre Antoine de, and others.'^

Anecdotes du nord, comprenant la Suede, le Dane-
marck, la Pologne, «& la Russie ; depuis I'origine de
ces monarchies jusqu'a present. [By P. A. de
La Place, J. F. de La Croix and Ant. Hornot.]
4 pt. in 1 vol. Paris. 1770. sm. 8". Carl. 5a

With the autograph of Geo. Fred. Nott on the title-page.

\ reliable creature reporting for us on
Frederick the Great, vi. 274.
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Latrobe, Benjamin Henry. Characteristic an-
ecdotes, and miscellaneous authentic papers, tend-
ing to illustrate the character of Frederic II., late

king of Prussia. With explanatory notes and
observations. London. 1788. 8". Carl. 214
Chiefly selected from " Anekdoten und karakterzUge aus

dem leben Friedrich des Zweiten."
With occasional MS. marginal notes.

[Laveaux, Jean Charles Thibault de.] Vie de
Frederic II., roi de Prusse. Accompagnee de re-

marques, pieces justificatives, et d'un grand
nombre d'anecdotes. Tom. i,-vi. Strasbourg, etc.

1788-89. 8". Port, of Frederick 11. and vigns.

Carl. 200
Contents ;— i. 1712 a 1756. 1788. — ii. 1756 a 1763. 1788.

— iii. 1772 a 1785. 1788. — iv. Vie privee et litt^raire. 1788.
— v., vi. Lettres.sur Fx'ederie. Tom. i.,ii. 1789.

"A worthless, "now nearly forgotten Book; but competent
on this point [censorship of press], if on any; Laveaux (a

bandy fellow, fugitive Ex-Mouk with fugitive Ex-Nun at-

tached) having lived much at Berlin, always iu the pamphle-
teering line." Frederick the Great, iii. 12 n.

The library has also another copy, torn, i., iii.-vii. 14575.3
vii. Lettres sur Frederic. Tom. iii. — Tableau historique

des deux premieres aunees du regue de Frederic-Guillaume
II. 1789.

[ ] The life of Frederick the Second. To
which are added, observations, authentic docu-

ments, and a variety of anecdotes. Translated

from the French. 2 vol. London. 1789. 8".

Carl. 201
"Without the letters of the original French edition.

Vol. i. is imperfect: — the title-page is wanting, and one
leaf (pp. 13-14) is badly torn.
" Author one Lavaux; a very loose creature : Book full of

blunders and even lies." — '• By Lavaux (a paltry conceited

Ex-Monk &c.) full of ignorance & mendacitie."— MS. notes.

Ledebur, Leopold (Karl AVilhelm August),

freiherr von. Die heidnischen alterthiimer des

regierungsbezirks Potsdam. Ein beitrag zur alter-

thiimer-statistik der mark Brandenburg. Berlin.

1852. S*'. Carl. 89

Ijeopold, prince of Anhalt-Dessau. Militarische

biographic Leopolds des Ersten, fiirsten von An-
halt-Dessau. \_Anon.^ n. p. [18..] sm. 8°. pp.

(84). Port. Carl. 95

pp. 243-326 ofver bd. of

Liohtenau, Wilhelmine (Enke Rietz), Grd-

finn. Memoires ; contenant des anecdotes secretes

sur la cour de Prusse : et suivis de lettres du comte

de Bristol, de Sir Arthur Paget, de Sir William et

Lady Hamilton, de Lady Templetown, du chevalier

de Saxe, &c. Traduits de I'allemand. 2 tom.

Londres. 1809. 12". Carl. 180

With the autograph " T. Carlyle, 1859."

[Lind, John.] Letters concerning the present

state of Poland. With the manifesto of "he courts

of Vienna, Petersburgh, and Berlin. And the let-

ters patent of the king of Prussia. 4 pt. in 1 vol.

London. 1773. 8". Carl. 128

Attributed by Carlyle to a Rev. Mr. Lindsey, but by
Lowndes, followed by Halkett & Laing and Allibone, to

John Lind.
With the an ograph " T. Carlyle, Clielsea, 1859," and many

MS. marginal notes.

"You are pretty much like a dog gone mad; and have

taken no human pains to know blac-k from white, or is from

is-not, upon it, — unfortunate barking individual!' — MS.

note on p. 64 of pt. ii.

liisle, James George Semple. Life; contain-

ing a faithful narrative of his alternate vicissitudes

of splendor and misfortune. Written by himself.

Interspersed with interesting anecdotes, and au-

thentic accounts of important public transactions.

London. 1799. S*'. Port. Carl. 143

Containing an account of his visit to the camp of Frederick

the Great in 1784, with some anecdotes of that king.
" Sharking vagabond. T. C." — Note in MS. catalogue.

Lloyd, Henry. Histoire de la guerre d'Alle-

mague, pendant les annees 1756 et suivantes

;

traduite et redigee par le C. Roux FazUlac. [To
which is appended " Relation de la campagne du
roi de Prusse en 1744, ecrite par lui-meme."]
2 tom. in 1. Paris. 1803. 8". Carl. 234
Tom. ii. is compiled from the papers of M. de Moutazet

and others.
With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1858."
" Lloyd, . . . who has solid information at lii'st hand, hav-

ing been an actor in these Wars. A man of great natural
sagacity and insight; decidedly luminous and original,
though of somewhat crabbed temper now and then ; a man
well worth hearing on this and whatever else he handles."
Frederick the Great, v. 56 n.

Memoires militaires et politiques. Ser-
vant d'introduction a I'Histoire de la guerre en
AUemagne en 1756. Traduits et augmentes de
notes et d'un Precis sur la vie de [Lloyd], par un
officier fran9ais [M. de Romance, marquis de Mes-
mon]. Paris. 1801. 81 Carl. 233
With the autograph "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1858."

liosclieiikolil, Johann. Schema, aller uniform
der kaiserl. konigl. kriegsvolkeru. Wienn. n. d.

S"". 7 jyortrs. and IS8 plates. Carl. io5

With the book-plate of William Henry, duke of Clarence,
afterwards William IV., king of England.

Lomonosof, Mikhail. Kurzgefasstes jahr-buch
der russischen regeaten ; aus dem russischen iiber-

setzt durch Peter von Stahlin. Neue verbesserte

aufl. Riga. 1771. 8°. pp. 72. Carl. 151

With M9. marginal notes by Carlyle.
" Kind of Russian annals. Not'so readable even as one

would think."— MS. note.

Ijiitzow, Leo (Adolph M.2irqua.rd)
, freiherr von.

Die schlacht von Hohenfriedberg oder Striegau

am 4. juni, 1745. Ein beitrag zur geschiclite des

zweiten schlesischen krieges. [With appendices.]

Potzdam. 1845. 8°. Plans and tables. Carl. 81

" An excellent, faithful account, the best I have seen of any
battle — read dec^ 1855. T. C."— MS. note on p. 158.

Macdonald, John, translator. Rules and
regulations for the field exercise and manoeuvres

of the French infantry. Issued Aug 1, 1791.

Translated from the French [" Reglement concer-

nant I'exercice et les manoeuvres de I'infanterie.

Du P'^ aout 1791 "]. With explanatory notes. 2d

ed. 2 vol. London. 1806. 81 Al plates. Carl. 104

With the book-plates of William Henry, duke of Clarence,

afterwards William IV^, king of England, and of his son Col.

Fitz Clarence, earl of Munster.

Maustein, Christoph Hermann von. Memoirs

of Russia, historical, political, and military, from
the year 1727 to 1744. Translated from the original

[French] manuscript [Edited by David Hume.]
London. 1770. 4**. Maps and plans. Carl. 68

With autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1857," and memo-

The library has also the edition of 1856.

•* See pp. 1-73 for some account of Peter II. ; and the rest

of the volume for a reallv intelligent history of this Anne

f
Great Peter's Niece], at least of her wars, wlicre Mannstein

himself usually had part." Frederick the Great, ii. 26 n.

Maria Theresa, empress of Germany, pseudon.

Memoirs of the queen of Hungary. Written by

herself, and found in Vienna after slie had retired

from that city. Done into English from the Ant-

werp edition. London. 1741. 8° pp.28. Carl. 90

Carlyle calls it " a foolish satirical hoax."

[Mauduit, Israel.] Considerations on the

present German war. London. 1761. 8°. Carl. 91

"This i"* the famous 'Mauduit Pamphh>t': first of those

small stones, from the sling of Opposition 7/o« obliged to be

dormant, which are now beginning to rattle on Pitt s Olyra-
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pian Dvvelliugplace, — high really as Olympus, in compari-
son with others of the kind, but which unluckily is made of

glass like the rest of them

!

"Is still to be met in old Collections and on Book-stalls;
but produces little save weariness to a modern reader. ' Han-
over is not in real danger,' argues he; ' if the French had it,

would not they, all Europe ordering them, have to give it up
again? ' Give it up, — gratis, or in return for Canada and
Pondichery, Mauduit does not say. Which is an important
omission ! But Mauduits grand argument is that of expense

;

frightful outlay of money, aggravated by ditto mismanage-
ment of same." Frederick the Great, Yi. 2Qi, 2Qb.

See Reasons in support of the war in German}-, in answer
to Considerations on the present German war. 1761. 80.

Carl, gi

Maupertuis, Pierre Louis Moreau de.

CEuvres. Nouvelle ed. Corrigee et augmentee,
4 torn. Lyon. 1756. 4°. Large paper. Portrs.

Carl. 74
The library has also the edition of 1752, and a small paper

(8°) copy of 1756, with only one portrait in place of the two
in Carlyle's copy.

Essay de cosmologie. Leide. 1751. 16°.

Carl. 99
••This is the source of the Konig M' controversy, and, in

the long run of V'^'s Dr. Akakia ! " — ms. note on title-page.

The library has also an Eughsh translation, 1738.

La figure de la terrc, determinee par les

observations faites au cercle polaire. Amsterdam.
1738. 12°. Carl. g8
" Maupertuis's * measurement of a degree* in the utmost

North, 1736-7 (to prove the Earth flattened there). Vivid
Narrative ; somewhat gesticulative, but duly brief. Tlie only
Book of that great Maupertuis which is now readable to
human nature." Frederick the Great, li. 420 n.

Maupertulsiana. Hambourg. 1753. 8°.

Vign. Carl. 133
A collection of pamphlets relating to the controversy be-

tween Maupertuis, Konig and Voltaire. Contains only a
portion of the articles given m the table of contents.

"With the autograph ••T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1858"; also his
MS. memoranda and inarginal notes.
"The Pieces are literally ^ Farrago, — not reprinted for

this Hambs Publicat" ; but in various type, and stitched to-

gether. Two of them, seemingly both by Kcinig, and very
clearly written, Appeal to the Public, and Defense of the
Appeal (in wh^ are a good few letters accurately dated) con-
tain for us the most of what a reader now wants with the
affair."— ms. note.

[Mauvillon, fileazar.] Histoire de laderniere
guerre de Boheme. 3 tom. in 2. Francfort. 1745-
47, 16". Pla7is. Carl. 224
The librar}' has also another copy. 14564.1a
" Used the King of Belgium's copy; at length, from Ger-

many «& London, patched this together! T. C." — Note in
MS. catalogue.

[ ] Histoire de Frederic Guillaume I., roi

de Prusse et electeur de Brandebourg, &c. Par
Mr. de M***. 2 tom. Amsterdam, etc. 1741.
12°. Portrs. Carl. 147
Each vol. has the autograph " T. Carlyle. Chelsea, 1855,"

and a few ms. notes.
"Jordan to Frederic, Berlin 10 jan" 1741 , . . 'qui a peine

m^rite d'etre feuillete. Le style Frangais n'en vaut rien ; il est
^crit sans gout, sans jugement, et meme sans prudence.'—
Keally good History • that will abolish this,' is [being pub-
lished] at the Hague (also 1741) Adrien Moetjens Booliseller,
one La Mai-tiniere secretly author, says Jordan." — ms. note
by Carlyle on fly-leaf of tom. i.

"A vague flimsy Compilation;— gives abundant 'State-
Papers ' (to such as want them), and echoes of old Newspaper
rumour. Very copious on Creutz." Frederick the Great,
i. 280, 281 n.

The library has another copy of tom. ii. 14573.16

[ ] The life of Frederick-William I., late
king of Prussia. Containmg many authentick let-

ters and pieces, necessary for understanding the
affairs of Germany. Translated by William
Phelips. London. 1750. 8°. Carl. 145
"Not ill translated; the Book itself being of little merit.

(Sent me by • Mr. Shepherd, Brompton,' whom I don't know,
dec- 1862.— T. Carlyle.") — MS. note on fly-loaf.

Manvillon, Jakob. Geschichte Ferdinands
herzogs von Braunschweig-Liineburg. 2 theile.

Leipzig. 1794. 16°. Carl. 161

Each volume has the autograph •• T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1854,"
and MS. marginal notes.

Mayer, Charles Joseph. Reisen Josephs II.

unter dem namen des grafen von Falkenstein,
nach Italien, Bohmen und Frankreich. Aus dem
franzosischen iibersetzt. Leipzig. 1778. sm. 8°.

Carl. 123
"With the autograph "T, Carlyle, Chelsea, 1853."
'• Minute and rather entertaining Account of his procedures

there [in France], and especially of his two Visits to the
Academy." Frederick the Great, vii. 150 n.

[Meissner, August Gottlieb.] Leben Franz
Balthasar Schonberg von Brenkenhof. Leipzig.
1782. 8° Port, ofBrenkenhof axiii tables. Carl. 182
With the autograph "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1865."

Meissner, Johann Gottlieb. Kurze beschrei-
bung vou Schlesien. 2^ ausgabe. Liegnitz. 1797.
8°. Table. Carl. 114
With the autograph •'T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1855."
"A very meritorious Book: multum in parvo ab' Siles"

matters."— ms. note on title-page.

^
Michaelis, August Benedict. Einleitung zu

einer volstiindigen geschichte der chur- und fUrst-
lichen hiiuser in Teutschland. ier, iier theil ; —
Fortgesetzt von J. W. Hamberger. iiier theil.

3 theile. Lemgo. 1759-85. 4°. Geneal. tables.

Carl. 69
Imperfect : — ill. 637-672 wanting.
With autograph "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1853," and many

MS. notes and additional memoranda and extracts. In the
front 01 vol. i. is a note in Carlyle's hand on the various
authors by the name of Michaelis and on this one in par-
ticular. He says, '• This A. Benedict M* went from Halle as
Exty Proff of Philosophy to Gottingen (1753-56) ; thence to
Altona, where he died, 1768, age 43. This is his principal
work, — worth little;" and he has added, ••This A^t Bet
Michaelis, it forther appears, was known in Gottingen as a
lover of brandy, — alas ! (Busching's Autobiography, 6"i

vol. oi Beytrdge.y*

[Michell, Louis.] Exposition of the motives
which have determined the king (of Prussia),
upon the repeated instances of his subjects trading
by sea, to procure an indemnity for the losses
which they have sustained by the depredations and
violences of tlie English privateers. Fr. and Eng.
London, e;«c. 1752. 8°. Carl. 90
Also contained in the '•Controversy concerning the law

of nations," printed in the "Cabinet library of scarce and
celebrated tracts, Vol. i. Edin. 1837."
"A good few dreary old Pamphlets of Michel's publishing

(official Declaration, official Arguments, Documents, in
French and English, 4to and 8vo, on this extinct subject), if

you go deep into the dust-bins, can be disinterred here to
this day. Tread lightly, touching only the chief summits."
Frederick the Great, iv. 427.

Mirabeau, Honore Gabriel Riquetti, comte de.
(Euvres. Tom. iii. Paris. 1821. 1. 8°. Carl. 84

Contents : — Histoire secrete de la cour de Berlin. Lettre
a Frederic-Guillaume II.

"No Gov' ever had a spy of such ability. What a sight
(for France and for himself) that of such a man employed as
a ' spy.' A truly grand power of insight is visible in this
poor Book, — the only really genial Book (such as it is!) I
have ever read on Prussia. Dim vacant ticilight all the
others, this blazes like noon-day. Poor Mii-abeau! " — ms.
note on p. 403.

On p. 246 he notes,— "A dreadfully ugly fellow; and such
a flash of insight, such a fire of faculty in him withal; —
enough to swallow a poor official man, or consume him to
ashes !

"

The book contains many more of his notes and his auto-
graph, •' T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1853."
The library has also the Paris edition of 1822.

Montalexnliert, Marc Rene, marquis de, and
others. Correspondance de M. le marquis de Mon-
talembert, etant employe par le roi de France a
I'armee suedoise, avec le marquis d'Havrincour,
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le marechal de Richelieu, les ministres du roi a
Versailles, &c. pendant les carapagnes de 1757, 58,

59, 60 & 61. Pour servir a I'histoire de la derniere
guerre. 3 torn. Loudres [Neufchatel]. 1777. 8*^.

Carl. 134
"With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1856 " in each

vol., and with a few MS. marginal notes and memoranda.
" Correspondance avec <&c., etant employe par le Roi de

France a VArmee Sicedoise, 1757-1761 ('with the Swedish
Army,' yes, and sometimes with the Itussian, — and some-
times on the French Coasts, ardently fortifying against Pitt
and his Descents there : — a very inteUigent, industrious,
observant man; still amusing to read, if one were idler), a
Londres (evidently Paris).'' Frederick the Great, v. 265 n.

Moser, Johann Jacob. Lebens-geschichte.
[With a list of his works. Offenbach.] 1768.
16-^ Carl. 96
Miiller, Ludwig (Christian). Kurzgefasste

beschreibung der drei schlesischen kriege zur
erklarung einer kupfertafel auf welcher sechs und
zwanzig schlachten abgebildet sind. Berlin 1785.
4°. pp. 103. [Plate wanting.'] Carl. 66
" This MUller's Book is a meritoriously brief Summary, in-

correct in no essential particular, and with all the Battle-
Plans on one copper-plate:— Lieutenant Miiller, this one;
not Professor Miiller alias Schottmiiller by any means!"
Frederick the Great, v. 314 n.

Tableau des guerres de Frederic le Grand,
ou Plans figures de vingt-six batailles, etc. traduit

de I'allemand. Potzdam, etc. 1788. 4". pp. 92.

Plate. Carl. 66
With autograph "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1858" and many

marginal notes in his hand. On the fly-leaf he wi'ites "A
Book of Considerable merit, I judge."

Neues genealogisches reichs- und staats-hand-

buch auf das jahr 1774. 3 theile. Frankfurt am
Mayn. 1774. sm. S**. Carl. 57
Interleaved, and with many additions and notes in a Ger-

man hand and others by Carlyle. On the fly-leaves of vol. ii.

and iii. is his autograph, *• T. Carlj-le, Chelsea, 1858."
" A Frankfurt almanack, with many MS. Notes ; — was a

sole resource in sevi cases."— Note in ms. catalogue.

Nicolai, (Christoph) Friedrich. Anekdoten von
konig Friedrich II. von Preussen, und von einigen

personen, die um ihn waren. Nebst berichtigung

einiger schon gedrukten anekdoten. 6 hefte in

2 vol. Berlin, e/c. 1788-92. 16''. Carl. 2n
With a portrait of Nicolai on fly-leaf of 1st vol.

••Nicolai's Anekdoten alone are of sure authenticity; the
rest, occasionally true, and often with a kind oi mythic truth

in them worth attending to, are otherwise of all degrr^es of
dubiety, down to the palpably false and absurd." Frederick
the Great, iii. 55 n.

[ ] Freymiithige anmerkungen iiber des

ritters von Zimnrermann Fragmente iiber Friedrich

den Grossen, von einigen brandenburgischen pa-

trioten. 2 abth. in 1 vol. Berlin, etc. 1791-92.
8°. Carl. 197

With a copy of a letter from Zelter to Goethe on " Surgical
inspection of F^'s body."

Oertel, Friedrich Maximilian. Genealogische
tafeln zur staatengeschichte der germanischen und
slaAvischen volker im neunzehnten jahrhunderte,

nebst einer genealogisch-statistischen einleitung.

Nebst einem bis zu ende des jahres 1846 fortge-

fiihrten nachtrag. Leipzig. [1847.] obi. 8°. Carl. 55
With the autograph "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1854," and with

copious MS. notes. On the outside of Iliibner's Geneal.
tabellen [Carl. 60] Carlyle has written *•

' Oertel,' a con-
tinuatn, goes along with this. N. b."
The library has also the 2d edition, 1857, with supplement,

1858-66, and 3d edition, 1877.

Officer's manual (The) in the field ; or, A series

of military plans, representing the principal opera-

tions of a campaign. Translated from the Ger-

man. London. 1798. sm. 4°. pp. 70. 61 plates.

Carl. 103

17

Operations (The) of the British and the allied
arms, during the campaigns of 1743 and 1744, his-
torically deducted. Dublin. 1745. 8°. pp. 48.

Carl. 90
Orlich, Leopold von. Geschichte der sclilesi-

schen kriege, nach original-quellen. 2 theile in
1vol. Berlin. 1841. 8°. Plans inn\map. Carl. 219
With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1858," and ms.

margmal notes.
Containing many letters from the Dessau archives.
'

' To all but strictly military people tliese pieces of Letters
are the valuable feature of Orlich's Book; and a general
reader laments that it does not all consist of such, properly
elucidated and labelled into accessibility." Frederick the
Great, iii. 152 n.

Patdi, Karl Friedrich. Leben grosser helden des
gegenwartigen krieges. 9 theile in 3 vol. Halle.
1759-64. 8**. Portrs.,vtgns. a,nd tables. Carl. 151

i", iier theil are " 2e aufl."
With MS. memoranda and occasional marginal notes.
" Our old difl'use friend." Frederick the Great, v. 76 n.

[Pelletier, H. L.] Fredericana, ou Recueil
d'anecdotes, bon mots, et traits piquans de Frederic
II., roi de Prusse. Paris. [1801.] 24^. Poii. of
Frederick. Carl. 212
Pezzl, Johann. La vie du feldmarechal, baron

de Loudon; traduite de Talleraand, par le baron de
Bock. Nouvelle ed. revue, corrigee et augmentee,
par un ancien officier. 2 pt. in 1 vol. Vienne, etc.

1792. 12° Port, of Loudon. Carl. 122
With MS. memoranda and marginal notes.
" Pezzl, of whom I never heard before, holds bv the truth

when he knows it ; otherwise no great tilings of a Biographer,
worth hearing chiefly in Part ii. (where he had some per-
sonal knowledge) from p. 86 to end.— Item (slightly) as a
voice of Austria, saying all he can ag' Frt on every occa-
sion."— ms. note.

Pitt, Moses. The English atlas. 4 vol. Oxford,
etc. 1680-83, 82. f. Carl, i

Contents : — i. The places next the north-pole ; as also
Muscovy, Poland, Sweden, Denmark and their dcpendances
[sic]. 1680. ii., iii. Germany. By W. Nicolsou, abp. of
Cashel. 1681-83. iv. Netherlands. By R. Peers. 1682.

Pitt intended to include in this work a description of both
heaven and earth (see his introduction), but no other vol-
umes were published. For his suflbrings in consequence of
the expenses incurred in its publication, see his "Cry of the
oppressed, being a true account of the sufleiings of"impris-
oned debtors."

Pocci, Franz, grafyos, and Jiirgens, A. Alte
und neue soldaten lieder. Mit bildern und sing-

weisen. Leipzig. [1842.] sm. 4". pp.48. Carl. 89
Has been much cut down in binding. The library has also

another copy.

[Pockels, Karl Friedrich.] Carl Wilhelm Fer-
dinand, herzog zu Braunschweig und LUneburg.
Eiu biographisches gemiilde dieses fiirsten. Tubin-
gen. 1809. sm. S'*. Port, of the duke of Bruns-
wick-Lunehurg. Carl. 162

With the autograph "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1854."

Podenrils, Otto, grafvov Der wiener hof in

den jahren 1746-1748. Diplomatische relationen

des bevollmiichtigten minister in Wien an Friedrich
IL Von Adam Wolf. Fr. [Wien. 1850.] 8".

pp. 78. Carl. 81
" Aus dem oct.-hefte des jahrg. 1850 der Sitzunasberichte

der phil.-hist. cl. der kais. akad. d. wias. besonuers abge-
dnuikt."
With a few ms. notes by Carlyle.
•' A curious set o{ Reports for Friedrich's information, by

Podewils, his Minister there." Frederick the Great, iv. 39 n.

Pollnitz, Karl Ludwig, freiherr von. Lettres,

contenant les observations qu'il a faites dans ses

voyages, et le caractere des personncs qui com-
posent les principales cours de I'Europe. 4« ed.

3 torn. Londres. 1741. 12". Front. Carl. 175
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Pollnitz, Karl Luchvig, freiherr von. Me-
moiren zur lebens- und regierungsgeschichte der
vier letzten regenten des preussischen staats. Aus
dem franzosischen iibersetzt. 2 bde. Berlin.

1791. 16''. Carl. 174

"With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1852 " in each
vol.
" A vague, inexact, but not quite uninstructive or uninter-

esting Book : Printed also in French, wliich was the Origi-
nal, same place and time." Frederick the Great, i. 240 n.

Memoirs. Being the observations he made
in his travels from Prussia through Germany, Italy,

France, &c. In letters to his friend. 3d ed. 5 vol.

London. 1745. 12°. Carl. 176

With the autograph "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1853" in each
vol. ; also with ms. memoranda.
" The three first volumes he calls Letters ; and to the fourth

and fifth he has given the title of Ifemoirs ; which is that we
have chosen for our translation of the whole."— Preface, by
the translator, vol. iv.

•' Only worth consulting, cautiously, as loose contemporary
babble,— written for the Dutch Booksellers, one can per-
ceive." Frederick the Great, ii. 68 n„

The library has also the 2d ed., 1739-40, 4 vol.

[ ] La Saxe galante. [Memoirs of Freder-
ick Augustus I., king of Poland.] Ouvrage curi-

eux. Amsterdam. 1735. 12°. Carl. 97
With the autograph "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1853" on the

fly-leaf.

Political analysis of the war (A) : the principles
of the present political parties examined ; and a
coalition propos'd between two great men [Lord
Bute and Mr. Pitt]. London. 1762. 8°. pp.65.

Carl. 91
Pregitzer, Johann XJlrich, ilic younger. Teut-

scher regierungs- und ehren-spiegel, vorbildend des
Teutschen Reichs ersten anfang, fortleitung, etc.

,

besonders des hauses Hohenzollern ursprung, und
herrlichkeiten. Berlin. 1703. f°. 39 platen.

Carl. 61
With a few MS. notes.
"A learned and painful book: by a Tlibingen Professor,

who is deeply read in the old Histories, and gives Portraits
and other Engravings of some value." Frederick the Great,
i. 62 n.

Preuss, Johann David Erdmann. Friedrich der
Grosse mit seinen verwandten und freunden. Eine
historische skizze. Berlin. 1838. 8°. Carl. 203
With MS. notes by Carlyle; also with his memoranda of

"Friedrich der Grosse, eine lebensgescliichte," 5 vol., a
larger work by Preuss, which Carlyle seems not to have
owned, but often quotes in his "Frederick the Great."

^
Die lebensgeschichte des grossen konigs

Friedrich von Preussen. Ein buch fiir jedermann.
2e wohlfeile ausgabe. 2 theile. Berlin. 1837. 8°.

Carl. 202
Imperfect : — The portrait is wanting.
With MS. memoranda by Carlyle.
••The Herr Doctor J. D. E. Preuss, 'Historiographer of

Brandenburg- devoted wholly to the study of Friedrich for
five-and-twenty years past. ... A meritoriously exact man

;

acquainted Avith the outer details of Fnedrich's Biography
(had he any way of arranging, organising or settmg them
forth) as few men ever were or will be." Frederick the
Great, i. 247 n.

VTMBsisL— Grown. 1740-1786. (Frederick II.)
A rescript of the king of Prussia to Mr. D'Andrie,
his minister at the British court : whereby H. M.
orders him to declare the motives which obliged him
to supply the emperor with auxiliaries. Fr. and
Eng. London. 1744. 8°. pp. 31. Carl. 90
With MS. notes.

Putter, Johann Stephan. Tabviae genealogicae
ad illvstrandam historiam imperii Germaniamqve
principem. Goettingae. 1768. 4°. tab. xxii.

Carl 64

[Ranft, Michael. ] Des weltberuhmten furstens
Leopold! von Anhalt-Dessau leben und thaten, wel-
chem einer beschreibung des hoch-furstlichen
hauses und fiirstenthums Anhalt beygefUget ist.

Leipzig. 1742. sm. 8°. '
Carl. 95

With MS. memoranda by Carlyle.

Reasons in support of the war in Germany, in
answer to Considerations on the present German
war [by Israel Mauduit]. London. 1761. 8°.

PP- 60. Carl. 91
[Remer, Julius August.] Geschichte des ur-

sprungs und wachsthums des pabstthums, von der
ersten stiftung der christlichen gemeinden bis auf
die reformation. Frankfurt, etc. 1770. 8°.

Carl. 151
Rentsch, JohannWolfgang. Brandenburgischer

ceder-hein, worinnen des hauses Brandenburg auf-
wachs- und abstammung, etc. aus denen archiven
und andern documenten zusammen getragen wor-
den. Bareut. 1682. 16°. Carl. 53
With autograph '• T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1853," and frequent

MS. mai'ginal notes and memoranda.
•' Important old Book. T. C."— Note in MS. catalogue.

Riesbeck, Kaspar, styling himselfBaron. Trav-
els through Germany, in a series of letters ; written
in German, and translated by Mr. Maty. 3 vol.
London. 1787. 8°. Carl. 183
With MS. memoranda and occasional marginal notes by

Carlyle.
"A kind of Playactor and miscellaneous Newspaper-man

in that time (not so opulent to his class as our is) ; who takes
the title of • Baron ' on this occasion of comhig out witli a
Book of Imaginary « Travels.' Had personally lived, prac-
tising the miscellaneous arts, about Lintz and Salzburg, —
and may be heard on the look of the Country, if on little
else." Frederick the Great, ii. 271 n.

Rodenbeck, Karl Heinrich Siegfried. Beitrage
zur bereicherung und erliiuterung der lebensbe-
schreibungen Friedrich Wilhelms I. und Friedrichs
des Grossen. i^r bd. Berlin. 1836-[37]. 8°

Plate. Carl. i85
No more published.
With a few ms. notes by Carlyle.

[Anhang.] Tagebuch oder geschichts-
kalender aus Friedrich's des Grossen regentenleben
(1740-1786). 3 bde. Berlin. 1840-42. 8°. Carl. 187

Contents: — \. 1740-1759. 1840. — ii. 1760-1769. 1841.—
iii. 1770-1786. 1842.

With frequent Ms. marginal notes.
" A meritorious, laborious, though essentially chaotic Book,

imexpectedly futile of result to the reader; settles for each
Day of Friedrich's Reign, so far as possible, where Friedrich
was and what doing; fatally wants all index &c., as usual."
Frederick the Great, iii. 7 n.

Another copy of i^*" bd., pp. 1-288, in 2
vol. Interleaved. Carl. i88
With MS. notes and memoranda.

Rulhiere, Claude (Carloman) de. Histoire de
I'anarchie de Pologne et du demembrement de cette

republique ; suivie dea anecdotes sur la revolution
de Russie, en 1762. 4 torn. Paris. 1807. 12°.

Carl. 124
'• Rulhifere's Book has its considerable merits ; but it abso-

lutely wants those of a History ; and can be recognized by no
mind as an intelligible cosmic'Portraiture of that chaotic Mass
of Occurrences ; chronology, topography, precision of detail
by time and place; scene, and actors on' scene, remain unin-
telligible. Rulhiere himself knew Poland, at least had looked
on it from Warsaw outwards, year after year, and knew of it

what an inquiring Secretary of Legation could pick up on
those terms, which perhaps, after all, is not very much. His
Narrative is drowned in beautiful seas of description and
reflexion ; has neither dates nor references ; and advances at

an intolerable rate of slowness ; in fact, rather turns on its

axis than advances ; produces on you the effect of a melodious
Sonata, not of a lucid and comfortably instructive History.
" Rulhiere has heard the voices of rumour, knows an in-

finitude of events that were talked of; but has not discrimi-
nated which were the vital, which were the insignificant;
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treats the vital and the msifrnificant alike; seldom with satis-
factory precision; mournfully seldom friving any date, and
by no chance any voucher or authority." Fredtrick the
Great, vii. 35, 36.

The library has also the edition of 1807, 8°.

The liistory, or Anecdotes, of the revolution
in Russia, in 17G2. Translated from the French.
London. 1797. 16*^ Port, of Catherine II.

Carl. 95; Carl. 129
Rumpf, Johann Daniel Friedrich. Der fremden-

fiihrer, oder Wie kann der fremde, in der kiirzesten
zeit, alle merkwiirdlgkeiten in Berlin, Potsdam,
Charlottenburg und deren umgebungen, sehen und
kennenlernen. 2eaufl. Berlin. 1829. 12°. Front.

Carl. 119
With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1853."

Neuester wegweiser durch die konigl.
Preuss. Staaten. ii«^ bdchen. Berlin. 1798. sm.
8°. Front., vign. ax^a plate. Carl. 117

(7o«;ew^s; — Beschreibung der merkwiirdlgkeiten der
komglichen schlosser in Berlin, Charlottenburg, Sclicinhau-
sen, in und bey Potsdam. Neu vcrmehrte aufl. 1796 [1798].

Sackville, afterwards Germain, George, 1st
viscount Sackville. See Gerxaaiu.
Sammlung ungedruckter nachrichten, so die ge-

schichte der feldziige der preussen von 1740 bis
1779 erlautern. i"-ver theil. Dresden. 1782-85.
8°. Tables. Carl. 226
No more published.

Savage, John. A compleat liistory of Germany,
comprehending the lives and reigns of all the em-
perors from Its origin to this time. London. 1702.
8°. Ports. Carl. 58
With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1854" and ms.

marginal notes. The name of " R. C. Edwards " is also on
the fly-leaf.
" Who this Mr. Savage was, we have no trace. Prefixed

to the volume is the Portrait of a solid Gentleman of forty;
gloomily polite, with ample wig and cravat, — in all likeli-
hood some studious subaltern Diplomatist in the Succession
War. His little Book is very lean and barren; but faithfully
compiled,— and miglit have some illumination in it, where
utter darkness is so prevalent. Most likely Addison picked
his story of the Siege of Weiimberg (Women carrying out their
Husbands on their back,— one of his best Spectators') out of
this poor Book." Frederick the Great, 1. 220 n.

[Schaper, Christophe db.] Vie militaire du
marechal prince Ferdinand due de Brunsvic et de
Lunebourg &c. pendant la guerre de sept ans en
"VVestphahe. l«

etc. 1796-98.
ii*^ torn. 2 tom.

' T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1856 " in each

Magdebourg,
Carl. 163

No more publislied.

With the autograph
vol.

"A careful Book; of an official exactitude, like West-
phalen's, — and appears to be left incomplete like his."
Frederick the Great, v. 223 n.

Schlozer, Kurd vok. Chasot. Zur geschichte
Friedrichs des Grossen und seiner zeit. Berlin.

185G. 8". Carl. 237
" Smooth, but vague."— ms. note on fly-leaf.
" A pleasant little Book ; tolerably accurate, and of very

readable quality." Frederick the Great, Vu ZbO n.

J^ie familie von Meyern in Hannover und
am markgraflichen hofe zu Baireuth. Berlin. 1855.
8°. Carl. 89
Schxnettaa, Friedrich Wilhelm Karl, grafyo^s.

Lebensgeschichte des grafen [Samuel] von
Schmettau. Von seinem sohne. 2 tlieile in 1 vol.

Berlin. 1806. 8''. Carl. 165

With the autograph •' T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1854 "; also ais.

memoranda and marginal notes.
** Not good for much."— MS note.

Memoires raisonnes sur la campagne do
1778, en Boheme, par rarmee prussicnne. Berlin.

1789. 4° Maps. Carl. 73
With autograph "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1858."

tjber den feldzug der preussischen armee
in Bohmen im jahre 1778. Berlin. 1789. 4°

Carl. 72
With MS. memoranda and marginal notes, some in CarWe's

hand, some in German. On the title-page is the autograph
*' V. Laurent."

Schmidt, Johann. Geographic und geschichte
des herzogthums Berg ; der grafschaft Mark ; des
Ruhrdepartenients und des ehemaligen osterreich-
ischen herzogthums Limburg. Crefeld. 1804.
sm. 8*^. Carl. 115
With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1857."

[Schnakenbnrg, Valentin Friedrich, and
Schmidt, Valentin Heinrich.] Wegweiser fiir

fremde und einheimische durch die konigl. residenz-
stiidte Berlin und Potsdam und die umliegende
gegend, enthaltend eine kurze nachricht von alien
daselbst befindlichen merkwiirdigkeiten. 3« ver-
mehrte ausg. Berlin. 1813. sm. 8°. Carl. 118
Schoning, Kurd Wolfgang von. Militairische

correspondenz des konigs Friedrich des Grossen
mit dem pnnzen Heinrich von Preussen. i", iycr

bd. Berlin, etc. 1851-54. 8°. Namehj : —
i. Der siebenjahrige krieg. i" bd. 1851. Carl. 241
iv. Der bayersche erblblgekrieg. 1854. Carl. 242
With the autograph "T. Carlyle."
" Gift of II.R.lI. the Grand-Duchess of Weimar, sent me

thro' Marshall, April 186-. T. C."— MS. note on title-page.

Schottmiiller, formerly MCllek, (Gustav)
Adolf. Die schlacht bei Leuthen. Eine jubel-
schrift. Berlin. 1857. 8°. pp.62. Map. Carl. 88

Die schlacht bei Roszbacli. Eine jubel-

schrift. Berlin. 1857. 8°. Map. Carl. 88
"

' A Centenary Piece,' containing several curious Ex-
tracts." Frederick the Great, v. 208 n.

Die schlacht bei Zorndorf. Eine jubel-

schrift. Berlin. 1858. 8°. pp.83. Map. Carl. 88
The first two contain occasional notes in Carlyle's hand.

[Schnlenhurg - Klosterroda, Friedrich Al-
brecht, grafvoa der. J Die herzogin von Ahlden,
stammutter der koniglichen hauser Hannover und
Preussen. Leipzig. 1852. 8**. Carl. 81

'• A considerable dreary mass of books, pamphlets, lucu-

brations, false all. and of no worth or of less, have accumula-
ted on this dark subject [the Konigsmark tragedyj, during
the last hundred-and-fifly years; nor has the process yet
stopped,— as it now well might. For there have now two
things occurred in regard to it. First ; In the year 1847, a
Swedish Professor, named Palmblad, groping about for other
objects in the College Library of Lund (which is m the coun-
try of the Konigsmark connexions), came upon a Box of Old
Letters, — Letters undated, signed only with initials, and
vcrv' enigmatic till well searched into,— which have turned
out' to be the very Autogi-aphs of the Princess and her Ko-
nigsmark; tlirowing of course a henceforth indisputable

light on their relation. Second thing: A cautious exact old

gentleman, of diplomatic habits (understood to be 'Count
von Schulenburg KlosteiTode of Dresden'), has, since that

event, unweariedly gone into the whole matter; and has

brayed it everywhere, and nounded it small ; sifting, with
sublime patience, not only these Swedish Autogriinhs, but

the whole mass of lying books, pamphlets, hints and notices

old and recent; and bringing out (trulj^ in an intricate and
thrice wearisome, but for the first time in an authentic way)
what real evidence there is. In winch evidence the facts, or

essential fact, lie at last indisputable enough. His Book,
thick Pamplilct ratlier, is that same Herzogin ro7i Ahlden
(Leipzig, 1852) cited above. The drear>' whcclbaiTowful of

others I Iiad rather not mention again; but leave C'onntvon

Schulenburg to mention and describe them,— which he does

abundantly, so many as liad accumulated up to that date of

1852, to tlie affliction more or less of saue maukmd." Fred-
erick the Great, 1. 22 n.

[Seckendorf, Thcresius Joseph Karl Sigismund

Ludwig, frciherr vox.] Versuch cincr Icbensbe-

schreibung des feldmarschalls grafen von Secken-

dorfP, meist aus ungedruckten nachrichten bear-

beitet. i", ii" thcil. [Leipzig.] 1792. 16°.

Port, of count von Seckendorf. Carl. 177

With the autopraph "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1850 — from

Hamburg, thro' Br' Ja"; also ms. memoranda.
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Segnr, Louis Philippe, comte de. History of the

principal events of the reign of Frederic William

II., king of Prussia; and a political picture of Eu-
rope, from 1786 to 1796. Translated from the

French. 3 vol. London. 1801. 8". Port, of
Frederic William II. Carl. 149
With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1856 " in each

vol. ; also ms. marginal notes by Carlyle.

The library has also another copy [14552.^13]; and the

original French with the title "Tableau historique et poli-

tique de I'Europe," 1803 [14552.11].

Selle, Christian Gottlieb. Krankheitsgeschichte

des hochstseeligen konigs von Preussen, Friedrich's

des Zweyten majestat. Berlin. 1786. 16°. pp.
64. Carl. 217*
With the autograph " T. Carlyle, 1865."

"A very small Pamphlet, now very rare ;— giving in the

most distinct, intelligent, modest and conclusive way, arf

account of everything pertinent, and rigorously of nothing
else." Frederick the Great, vii. 230 n.

[Seyfart, Johann Friedrich.] Geschichte des

[seit 1756] in Deutschland und dessen angriinzenden

landern gefiihrten krieges. [By J. F. S. i®']-

iver theil. Frankfurt, etc. 1759-62. 4°. Plans,

maps and tables. Carl. 232
With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1856"; also MS.

marginal notes and memoranda.
" ' Anonymous of Hamburg ' . . . I call my J. F. S.,— hav-

ing fished him out of the dust-abysses in that City : a very
poor take; yet worth citing sometimes, being authentic, as

even the darkest Germans generally are." Frederick the

Great, iii. 120 n.

[ ] Kurzgefasste lebens- und regierungsge-

schichte der verstorbenen kaiserin Marie Theresie.

Leipzig. 1781. sm. 8°. Carl. 93
Witli marginal notes by Carlyle, and a ms. index.
"Poor anonymous man; ver}^ dull, loyal and exact; if his

work is worth little, the wages he claims are nothing!
Thanks to him. (21 febj 185G.)"— ms. note on p. 384.

[ ] Lebens- und regierungs-geschichte

Friedrichs des Andern, konigs in Preussen. Mit
Beylagen. 3 theile in 5 vol. Leipzig. 1784-88.

sm. 8°. Port, of Frederick, vigns. and tables.

Carl. 193
With MS. memoranda by Carlyle.

"A work of immense research; w<' have been invaluable

as a Dictionary; but in its present state, as a 'Book,' shot

together into blind masses, with' even an Index, is very sur-

prising! 3 small voll. with immense Appendixes, and cir-

cumambient clouds of Notes ; last vol. posthumous, and by
another hand. Seyfarth served in the Fr^ wars ; Regiments-
Auditeur, ' at Halle ' in time of Peace."— ms. note.

Another copy of " Beylage zu dem i«"

theile." Carl. 194
Imperfect:— pp. xxiii.-xxxiv. wanting.

Seyler, George Daniel. Leben und thatcn

Friedrich Wilhelms des Grossen, churfiirstens zu
Brandenburg, &c. &c. Franckfurt, etc. [1730.]

P. Carl. 6 1

Siebenjahrige krieg (Der), als heldengedicht,

geAvidmet dem alten ruhme und den neuen ehren
des preussischen heeres. Aus des Grossvaters er-

zahlungen. Berlin. 1850. 8<*. Portrs. Carl. 89
Soldier's companion (The) ; containing instruc-

tions for the drill, manual, and platoon exercise,

as commanded by His Majesty : intended for the

use of the volunteers of this country. [With] a
few observations on first forming a military corps.

43d ed. London. [18..] sm. 8<'. pp.40. Front.
^nA plates. Carl. 122

St., E. VON. Der feldzug in MJihren, oder Die
belagerung und der entsatz von Olmiitz. [With
an appendix containing "Kurze biographische no-
tizen iiberberiihmteosterreichische undpreussische
fiihrer und officiere aus dem feldzuge von 1758."]
Frankfurt am Main. 1858. 81 3Iaps. (Zum
sacular-gedachtniss von 1758.) Carl. 237
With MS. marginal notes on the appendix.

Staxnmliste der koniglich preussischen armee
seitdemlG'enjahrhundert bis 1840. Berlin. [1840.]
8°. 2 plates. Carl. 105
[Stanhope, Philip Henry, 5th earl Stanhope.']

Last years of Frederick the Second. [London.
1847.] 8°. pp. 39. Carl. 218

Quarterly review, Ixxxii. 1-39.
" Sent me by L<i Stanhope, the Author of it. T. C."— Note

in MS. catalogue.

Stanislas I. (Leszcztnski), king of Poland.
The history of Stanislaus I. [With] A relation of
his retreat from Dantzick : in a letter to a person
of distinction, written by himself. Translated
from the French. London. 1741. 12°. Carl. 125

[Still, Christoph Friedrich von.] The king of
Prussia's campaigns. With remarks on the causes

of the several events. Translated from the original

French. London. 1763. 12°. Carl. 221

With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1858," and ms.
marginal notes.
" An intelligent, desirable little Volume,— many misprints

in the English form of it." Frederick the Great, iii. 344 n.
*• His military writings were once in considerable esteem

with professional men; and still impress a lay reader with
favorable mention towards Stille, as a man of real worth and
sense." Ditto, ii. 376.

Stuhr, Peter Fedderson. Die brandenburgisch-
preussische kriegs-verfassung, zur zeit Friedrich

Wilhelms, des grossen kurfiirsten. 1*^ theil. Berlin.

1819. 8°. Carl,m
No more published.
With autograph " T. Carlyle, 1858."

"Book sent me long years ago ; sendfer, poor Varnhagen,
now dead : octr 1858.

" Book totally without index, division, or visible arrange';

otherwise containing many curious things."— ms. notes on
fly-leaf.

Thiebault, Dieudonne. Mes souvenirs de vingt

ans de sejour a Berlin; ou, Frederic le Grand, sa

famille, sa cour, etc. 2« ed., revue et corrigee. 5

tom. Paris. 1805. 8°. Carl. 141

Contents : — \. Frederic le Grand. — ii. Fr^ddric et sa
famille. — iii. Frederic, sa cour, les voyageurs, et les minis-

tres Strangers. — iv. Frederic et son gouvernement civil et

militaire. — v. Frederic, son academic, ses ecoles, et ses

amis litterateurs et philosophes.

"Always stupid, incorrect, and the prey of stupidities."

Frederick the Great, iv. 41.

The library has also the edition of 1860. 2 tom. 3597.34

Tissot, Simon Andre. The life of M. Zimmer-
man. Translated from the French. London. 1797.

16*'. Port, of Zimmerman. Carl. 179

With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1857."

Toland, John. An account of the courts of

Prussia and Hanover ; sent to a minister of state

in Holland. London. 1705. sm. 8°. pp. xii. , 87.

Carl. 94
With autograph of Carlyle, and a few marginal notes.
" Toland, a mere broken Heretic in his own country, who

went thither [to the court of Prussia] once as Secretary to

some Embassy (Embassy of Macclesfield's, 1701, announcing
that the English Crown had fallen Hanover-wards), and was
no doubt glad, poor headlong soul, to find himself a gentle-

man and Christian again, for the time being,— admires Han-
over and Berlin very much ; and looks upon Sophie Charlotte

in particular as the pink of women. Something between an
earthly Queen and a divine Egeria; 'Serena' he calls her;

and in his high-flown fashion, is veiy laudatory.

"Toland's other Book ['Letters to Serena'], which has
reference to her, is of didactic nature (' immortality of the

.soul,' ' origin of idolatry,' &c.), but with much fine panegyric

direct and oblique." Frederick the Great, i. 31, 32 n.

Letters to Serena ; as also, A letter to a

Gentleman in Holland, [and] Motion essential to

matter. London. 1704. sm. 8°. Carl. 94

On the 1st fly-leaf is the autograph " T. Carlyle (Chelsea,

1858)," and on the 2d "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1856 from Al'

Gilchrist kindness."
The library has anotlicr copy.
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Valfons, Charles de Mathei, marquis de.
Souvenirs du marquis de Valfons, 1710-1786.
Publies par son petit-neveu, le marquis de Valfons.
Paris. 18G0. IS*'. Carl. 138
With the autograph " T. Carlyle, 1861."
"A poor, considerably noisy and unclean little Book;

which proves unexpectedly worth looking at, in regard to
some of those j)oor Battles and personages and occurrences;
tlie Bohemian Belleisle-Broglio part, to my regret, if to no
other person's, has been omitted, as extinct, or undecipher-
able by the Grand-Nephew." Frederick the Great, iv. 195 n.

Varnhagen von Ense, Karl August (Ludwig
Philipp). Leben des feldmarschalls grafen von
Schwerin. Berlin. 1841. 16°. Carl. 157
With the autograph " T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1S44."

Leben des feldmarschalls Jakob Keith.
Berlin. 1844. IG"*. Carl. 158
With the author's autograph, and a few MS. marginal notes

by Carlyle.
Pasted on the inside of the cover is a ms. containing an ac-

count of the death of Frederick the Great, also of Keith's
death, copied from Lord Dover's Life of Frederick the
Second, vol. ii. pp. 465 and 146-147.

Leben des generals grafen Billow von
Dennewitz. Berlin. 1853. 8". Port, of Billow
von Dennewitz. Carl. i6g

With the author's autograph.

Voltaire in Frankfurt am Main, 1753.
[Berlin. 1846.] 16". pp. 92. Carl. 139
Republished from the Berliner kalender for 1846.
With the author's autograph; also the autograph and MS.

notes of Carlyle.
"At length, recently, a precise impartial hand, the Herr

Varnhagen, thought of looking into the Archives; and has,
in a distinct, minute and entertaining way, explained the
truth of it [the Frankfurt Aftair] to everybody; — leaving
the Voltaire Nari-ative in rather sad condition." Frederick
the Great, iv. 414.

Voltaire* rran9ois Marie Arotjet de. Glau-
bens-bekenntnis des Herrn F. M. Arouet von
Voltaire. Nebst vorgesetzten dazu gehorigen
stucken. [Translated from the French.] Frank-
furt, etc. 1769. 16*1 pp. 47. Vign. Carl. 96
Wegfiihrer, Johann. Leben der kurfUrstin

Luise, gebornen prinzess von Nassau-Oranien, ge-
mahlin Friedricli Wilhelm des Grossen. Leipzig.
1838. sm. 8". Carl. 93
Wette,Gottfried Albin de. Kurzgefasste lebens-

geschichte der herzoge zu Sachsen welche vom
churfiirst Johann Friedrich an, bis auf den herzog
Ernst August Constantin zu Weimar regieret haben.
Weimar. 1770. sm. 8°. Carl. 54
With a few ms. marginal notes.

Weymam, Hans Heinrich, ritter von. Ueber
den ersten feldzug des russischen kriegsheeres
gegen die preussen im jahr 1757. Ein m'erkwiir-

diger beytrag zur geschichte des siebenjiihrigen

krieges. Ilerausgegeben von A. W. Hupel. Eiga.
1794. sm. 8**. Plan of the battle of Gi'oss-Jdgers-

dorf. Carl. 95
'William V., prince of Orange, stadliolder of

the Netherlands. [A collection ofpamphlets relat-

ing principally to the rejoicings on occasion of the
visits of prince William V. to various towns in

Holland.] 18 pam. in 1 vol. 1759-73. 8".

Carl. 150
Kamely : —

Wagenaab, Jan. 'T verlieugd Amsterdam, tcr gelegcn-
heid van het plegtig bezoek hmmer koningklyke hoogheden,
Willem, prinse van Oranjc en Nassau, enz., en zyne ge-
maalinne Fredrica Sophia Wilhelmina, op maaudag, den
30 may, en eenige volgende dagen des jaars 1768. 2e'di-uk.

Amsterdam. 1768. Vign.
ScHROBSAAG, Comehs. Aanmerkingen, over de voor-

gaande en teej^cnwoordige toestaud van zyn gevveesenen cou-
frater Jan Smit. [Amsterdam? 1708?] pp.8.

Wagenaar, Jan. Eenige redencerkundige aanmerkingen,
op 'T verheugd Amsterdam. En over het versoliil van dien
schryver, met den Mr. Timmerman Jan Smit, over zekere
uitdrukkingen in 'T verheugd Amsterdam. Amsterdam.
1768. pp. 29.

Smit, Jan. Onderrichting. Omtrent alles wat 'er wcgens
de teekening en bouwing der berugte vorstelyke loge; als
nicde eenige aanmerkingen over zeker papi'ertje, Bericht
genaamd, door Yntema eu TieboeL 2° druk. Amstrdam.
1768. pp. 34.

Wagexaar, Jan. Berigt aan de leezers van Ilet verheugd
Amsterdam. [Amsterdam. 1768.] pp. (4). Plate.

Smit, Jan. Historic-, dicht-, taal-, oordeel-, redeneer-, en
zedekundige opheldering van zeker advertissement, door
Jan Smit, in diverse llaarlemsche couranten geplaatst.
Amsterdam. [1768?] pp. (8).

Verlicht en juichend Amsteldam, of Heuchelyk zomer-
tochtje, van hunne lioogheden de prince en princesse van
Orange, enz. Leyden. 1768. pp. (4), 68. Plate.

IIoefnagel, Nicolaas. Het juichend Noord-IIolland, of
Verhaal van de reize van Willem den Vyfden, prinse van
Oranje, enz. den 21. en 22 July 1773. Amsteldam. 1773.
pp. (8), 71. Port, of William V.

Berigt wegens de receptie, en kort verblyf, van Willsra
den Vyfde, te Broek in Waterland, op deu 21 July 1773.
Purmerende. [1773.] pp. (15).

Omstandio relaas, der blyde aankomst van Willem de
Vyfde, plegtig ingehaalt biunen de stadt Monnickendam, op
den 21 July des jaars 1773. Purmerende. [1773.] pp. (15).

EcHT eu omstandig relaas, der blyde aankomst van Willem
de Vyfde, plegtig ingehaald binnen de stad Purmerende, op
den 21 July 1773. Purmerende. [1773.] pp. (28).

Wolff, Adriaan, and J/me. Elizabeth (Bekker). Aan-
spraak en gcdicht aan Willem den Vyfden, prince van
Oranje; met een verhaal van hoogstdeszelfs reize door de
Middel-Beemster, den 21 July 1773. Hoorn. 1773. pp. 16.

Erman, Jean Pierre. Predikatie uitgesproken in de kerk
van Berlyn, op den 4 oct. 1767 by gelegenheid van het
huwelyk, tusschen Willem de Vyfde, prins van Orange &c.
en Sophia Frederika Wilhelmina, princesse van Pruyssen.
Uit het frans vertaalt, door J. P. 1. Du Bois. Berlvn, etc.

[1767.] pp.32.
'

IIoefnagel, Nicolaas. Het verheugd Friesland, of Ver-
haal van de reize van Willem den Vyfden, prince van
Orange, enz. gedaan van den 24 July tot den 3 aug. 1773.
Amsterdam. 1773. Plate.

VooRBEELD (Een) der waare heldcn-dengd : aangetoond
en aan 't heldere daglicht gesteld, in de lutmuntende karac-
ters en geaardliedens van vorst Willem Karel llendrik Friso
en Anna yan Brunswyk Lunenburg, prins en princesse van
Oranje, enz. Amsterdam. 1759. pp. 16. Plate.

Klagten der onlangs ingezakte amsteldamsche muider
poort, aan den*zoogenaamde hout of amsteldamsche plau-
tagie. [Amsterdam. 1771?] pp 24. Plate.

RosKAM, voor den schryver welke de muider poort, sprce-
kende hceft ingevoert. Amsterdam. [1771?] pp.16.

Verantwoordiging van den schrj-ver der Klagten van
de muider poort, aan deu schryver der lloskam. Amster-
dam. [1771?] pp.16.

Witzleben, (Gerhard) August von. Aus alten
parolebiichern der berliner garnison zur zeit Fried-
richs des Grossen. Berlin. 1851. S**. pp. 89.

Carl. 81

Wuttke, (Johann Karl) Heinrich. Die ent-
wicklung der offentlichen verhiiltnisse Schlesiens
vorniimlich unter den Habsburgern. 2 bde. Leip-
zig. 1842-43. 8°. Carl. 220

Also with the title, "Konig Friedrichs des Grossen bo-
sitzergreifung von Schlesien und die entvvicklung der of-
fentlichen verhiiltmsse in diesem laude bis zum jahre 1740.
i«r, iier tlieil."

With the autograph "T. Carlyle."
*' I bought this Book at Berlin hurriedly in 1852, hoping it

w^ tell me something about the ' Besitzergreifung '
: alas, it

never gets to that at all, but so far as I know remains stick-
ing here. (Chelsea, 1 sept' 1354.)"— Ms. note on p. 452 of
ii«r bd.

Personliche gefahren Friedrichs des
Grossen, im ersten schlesischen kriege. Leipzig.
1841. 8". pp. 42. Carl. 87

Introduction to liis " Geschichte der besitzergreifung
Schlesiens etc.*' "This is mostly nonsense; — not entirely
without mterest either." — " A man of much platitude,
alasl " — MS. notes.
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[Zeiller, Martin.] Topographia Bohemiae,

Moraviae et Silesiae, das ist, Beschreibung vntl

eigentliche abbildung der vornehmsten vnd be-

kandtisten sttitte vnd pliitze in dem konigreich Bo-
heim vnd einverlcibten landern, Mjihren vnd Schle-

sien. [By M. Z.] Franckfurt. 1650. f° Maps,
etc. Carl. 63

Forms a part of Zeiller's great " Beschreibung unci abbil-

dung der vornehmsten oerter. 41 pt. 1641-72." With the

autograph "T. Carlyle, Chelsea, 1852" and a few MS. notes.

On tlae title-page is -written ' Sum Wcndelini Reigell, Lu-
cerne, 1725 " and the stamp '« Kantons bibliothek Luzem."
" A rather worthless old Book, like the rest of Zeiller's in

that kind." Frederick the Great, iii. 192 n.

Zimmermann, Johann Georg, rittervo^. Frag-
mente iiber Friedrich den Grossen zur geschichte

seines lebens, seiner regierung, und seines charak-

ters. 3bde. Leipzig. 1790. 16°. Carl. 195

See [Nicolai, Christoph Friedrich.] Freytniithige an-

merkungen iiber dcs ritters von Zimmermann Fragmente,
etc. Carl. 197

Ueber Friedrich den Grossen und meine
unterredungen mit ihm kurz vor seinem tode.
[With an appendix.] Leipzig. 1788. 8°. Carl, igo
" A Book, which made immense noise in the world, and is

still read, with little profit or none, by inquirers into Fried-
rich. An unwise Book; abounding in exaggeration; break-
ing out continually into extraneous sallies and extravagan-
cies,— the source of which is too plainly an immense conceit
of oneself." Frederick the Great^ vii. 234.

Scrap-book containing papers and newspaper
cuttings relating to the Carlyle bequest. 4°.

Carl. 243
Contents : —

Letter from H. W. Emerson to President Eliot dated
14 March 1870, concerning Mr. Carlyle's bequest.

Carlyle's catalogue of the books.— " Catalogue, Harvard,
for R. W. Emebson when his ans' comes.— 3d or 4th editn;
not yet quite correct, nor capable of being made so in pres«
circa! (T. C. 16 dec 1869.)"— Note by Carlyle.
Copies ol the wiU.
Papers respecting a mask of Cromwell's face ; vis.— Memo-

randa of Thomas Woolner, and Letter from Professor Norton,
who presented the cast to the library.

Further papers relating to the bequest of Carlyle's library;
viz. — Business correspondence, invoice, and catalogue.

Professor Hkrbert Tuttle of Cornell University has kindly communicated information on the

axithorship of two works entered above under "Frederick II. — Anonymous Works." The " Helden-,
staats-, und lebens-geschichte " is by Christian Friedrich Hempel. The "Natural reflexions on the

present conduct of His Prussian Majesty" is by Lord Chesterfleld. See " Preussische staatschriften

aus der regierungszeit Friedrichs des Grossen," Berlin, 1877, i. 50, 582.
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